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SOCIETY NOTICE BOARD
Editor’s Comments: Hope you all had a great Christmas and New Year and the start of 2019
has not been too traumatic unlike here. The anticipated busy time compiling 5 books, more than ever
during January became even harder as out of the blue my Mom was offered a Council sheltered flat in
Huntly a few days prior to Christmas and we had to sign for it on Christmas Eve or lose it...desperate
for rental income methinks. So that meant having brought Mom up only 2½ years ago she was now
about to move to her third home and for a month was actually the occupant of two flats !! So began a
frantic 4 weeks organising and moving her by the 24th January when her tenancy ended at the flat in
Rhynie. Not only is it good news for Mom but better for myself and Chris as we are always in Huntly,
bowling twice a week and it is only 5 miles instead of 16 miles from us. However this meant the book
release schedule had to slip slightly and I am amazed I remembered all the lead times needed to get
them organised so that those planned to come out at the end of January were only a week later than
planned though this subsequently slipped further with delays at the printers. I am writing this with more
snow falling than at any time this winter, thinking so glad we didn’t have to go out whilst I get TRACKS
finished as planned. The idea was to get it to the printers for the 4th Feb...then Mom falls over (again)
on Friday evening (17.00) and we ended up trekking back and forth in the snow first to Huntly hospital
then to Elgin hospital in a blizzard at 03.00 to collect her following an x-ray, which fortunately showed
nothing serious but we didn’t get to bed until 06.00. On top of being shattered the weekend was
dominated with sorting Mom out, hence apologies that this issue has been delayed but with February
a short month at least you won’t have long to wait for the March issue. As I finish this at 04.00 (again)
a week later (11th Feb) books are about to posted out from our main printers (Minuteman, Botley)
whilst we managed to send out all pre-orders for the original Pocket Book, which gets delivered direct
to me from Henry Ling, the same ones who print TRACKS. So at least some of you might have
received a book when you read this in pdf form.
As you will see from the EVENTS section 2019 is planned to be our best year for visits and Open
Days seem to be back in vogue. Our first visit has already occurred and was one of 5 planned to WCR
Carnforth. Better weather than in October with the forecasted heavy rain just holding off until 14.00
just as we finished the tour. Though I had intended to stay in the area and travel back Sunday the dire
forecast further north meant we decided to travel straight home through the heavy rain and once we
hit the Cairngorms, snow. It was a good visit with 279 items seen and a large proportion of WCR and
the Northern Belle stock on site though still 11 locos and 36 coaches were elsewhere. Next visit is in
May when it should be at least warmer.
More good news as new members who joined in January, the second largest monthly total, have
pushed our membership up to 1281. That is 19% higher than Jan 2017, 30% higher than Jan 2015
and 105% higher than Jan 2013, the year that membership started to take off.
As for the railway news, over the past few months several companies expected to introduce revised
timetables on the back of extra stock, transferred from elsewhere, modified or from new stock entering
service, but nearly all have been thwarted. The over ambitious promises didn’t allow for late delivery,
lack of works capacity or teething troubles. This is on top of late infrastructure projects, GWML
electrification and Crossrail so the industry has done little to endear itself to passengers. I know how
unforeseen issues, see above, can delay things but many of the issues could have been foreseen
particularly the technical problems and built into the schedule. Better to under promise and have a big
announcement if you can introduce ahead of time. Hopefully many of the problems will be sorted so
we can enjoy the new stock in service. Mind you that means the quantity of redundant stock needing
to be dealt with will speed up....could be a very busy year. Get out and record it before it’s gone.

Membership Matters: New Members: (48)
(* ex-members re-joined) (AFC – Additional Family Child, AFA – Additional Family Adult)
Philip Andrews (Westhoughton), David Baker* (Birmingham), Francis Barrington* (Leeds), Simon
Brown (Elgin), Tony Brzosko (St Neots), John Cherrington (Weston Super Mare), James Cleevely
(Cheltenham), Alistair Davies (Coventry), Chris Deegan (Macclesfield), John Evans (Loughborough),
Kevin Feek (Sutton-on-Sea), Ralph Ford (Rotherham), Keith Franklin (Market Rasen), Robert
Gibbons* (Newport), Derek Heath (Shrewsbury), Gareth Heydon (Elgin), Roy Hitchin* (Manchester),
Peter Kemsley (Valencia, SPAIN), Nick Lack (Eastleigh), John Lambert (Sheffield), Jason & John Lee
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(Ilkeston), Nigel Longdon (Mitcham), David Martin (Bicester), Malcolm Morgan (Stirling), David Morris*
(York), Keith Palmer (Brundall), Darren Pegg (Newark), Mark Peplow (Oldbury), Mathew Roach
(Aberdare), Michael Roach (Aberdare), Stephen Rose* (Crawley), David Sandford* (Knutsford), Iain
Scott (York), Greg Sherlock (Lincoln), Peter Smith (Hereford), Mark Squire (Wolverhampton), Phillip
Stafford (Alfreton), Matthew Tapper (Exeter), Peter Taylor (Nottingham), Michael Topp (Papatoetoe,
NEW ZEALAND), Daniel Wainwright (Sunderland), Mark Watson (London), Trevor Watson (Thirsk),
William Waugh (Newcastle-upon-Tyne), David* & Samuel West (Letchworth) (AFA), Robert Wild
(Stockport) - a warm welcome to you all.
Obituary: Sadly we have lost Ken Ireson from Lincoln, John Rhodes from Kettering and Les Steenton
from Craven Arms. Condolences go their families and friends.

(wire bound)

original with spine)

Publications: All the new 2019 books are now available, both versions of UK Pocket Book, UK
Combine, UK Name Directory & UK Locos. UK Wagons will also be available earlier than expected
after a quick proof read so will be out around the time you read this in print. The UK Pocket Book
(spine) was printed much quicker than expected so has come out at the same time as the wire bound
version and has actually been the first book to be sent out (as mentioned above).
The Combine & Pocket Book have been tweaked a bit to add more information and to be more user
friendly, particularly the Steam Loco and Coach sections. Also all the Preserved Units have been put
4

together in one section. The proposed new Cl.93s have been included and most of the new EMUs
now have their individual car numbers.
The Name Directory has also been changed to landscape format, similar to the USFs, to cut down on
unnecessary white space and therefore saving pages, as it is the one book that will always get bigger
as names are added.
More preserved track machines, mainly cranes, have been added into Wagons.
All the wire bound books are punched with round holes which should prevent the snagging that has
afflicted previous editions on closing with the square cut holes. The covers are also slightly thicker so
making them stiffer and we have gone back to laminated as opposed to UV gloss finish. Please let me
know either way if the improvements are better. We can’t improve without feedback. Plastic spiral
binding, in case you wonder, as used by other publications is not something our printers are geared up
to do.

Society Magazine TRACKS:
TRACKS is distributed direct from the printers to members in a clear plastic wrapping with an address
carrier sheet (reverse printed with a Renewal / Reminder form if appropriate). If any member fails to
receive their copy after one week from the estimated delivery date below then please contact the
Editor. For current info during the month refer to the TRACKS page of our website.
Next issue: March 2019
The latest date for articles / info is Thursday 28th February 2019
with delivery to members after Wednesday 13th March 2019
please check the TRACKS page on the website for date of posting from the printers
Magazine Contributors: Thanks to Chris Addoo, Alex Barnard, David Berg, Keith Blackman,
Stan Bown, Ian Briggs, Chris W Brown, Malcolm Clements, Spencer Conquest, Harold Cooper,
Peter Davis, Sean Davies, Neil Dix, Derek Everson, Martin Evans, Iain Gardiner, James
Holloway, Geoff Hope, Harold Hull, Colin James, Alan Jones, Andy Jones, Terry Lee, Steve
Lord, Bradley Marshall, Ian McAlpine, Lawrence McCormick, David Moore, Stuart Moore, Paul
Normanton, Gervase Orton, Keith Partlow, Gareth Patterson, Colin Pidgeon, Colin Pottle, Toby
Radziszewski, David Rice, Phil Rogers, Paul Rosser, Mike Rumens, Eric Salisbury, Norman
Smith, Graham Stockton, Paul Tisserant, Andrew Turnidge, Carl Watson, Stephen Wilkins &
Trevor Roots. We are sorry if anyone has been missed. Photos not credited are by Trevor Roots.

EVENTS
All 2019 events organised, either confirmed or with provisional dates are shown below. Further events
may be added in due course between issues of TRACKS so keep an eye on our website. PLEASE
DO NOT try to book places for Members Only Visits with provisional dates shown by TBC until they
are formalised or where the event though confirmed is many months in advance with details yet to be
provided. Once they have, BOOKING OPEN will be shown alongside and a request will be made for
you to book your place.
Please note that there is no excuse for booking then not notifying us you cannot then attend or have
been delayed travelling on the day, genuine reasons apart. As with events where numbers need to be
accurately known by the hosts for a tour, food or room capacity this is not acceptable. We have tried to
ease the official’s organising burden and saving you money in postage by allowing members to pay on
the day, but this can be abused as it can be then seen as nothing to lose if you can’t be bothered to
turn up. We still wish to save time and your money, so we will still try to allow payment on the day but
for those who do not turn up and do not have the courtesy to contact us at the time or
afterwards will not be welcome to book future tours without a non-returnable payment up front.
We dropped the idea of providing our bank details in TRACKS again as it seems no sooner than we
publish these that we get spurious direct debits appear on the Society bank account. It happened
before so if it is a member then that is extremely disappointing. If anyone wants to pay for anything up
front then we can provide the bank details on request.
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We cannot accept bookings by letter only, as there is no way to quickly contact you if plans
have to be amended at short notice.

MEMBERS ONLY VISITS
West Coast Railways, Carnforth, 2019: BOOKING OPEN
th
nd
th
th
Sat 11 May (1), Sat 22 Jun (7), Sat 10 Aug (1) & Sat 12 Oct (21)
(spaces still available) we do have cancellations so there are reserve lists in operation
Following our successful first visit in August 2018 we have organised 5 more for 2019, the first having
already taken place. Again the places are limited to 30 but this is the right number having experienced
it firsthand as it allowed questions to be asked of our guide and prevents getting in each other’s
way...well not too much !! The cost is £20 payable on the day.
For the May, Jun, Aug & Oct visits meet at Carnforth Station at 11.25 for an 11.45 start. The tour will
take approx. 3 to 3½ hours so if you are travelling by train please arrange your return
accordingly. Needing to leave early caused problems but we got away with it once and we
don’t want to risk future visits. There is paid parking at the station or free spaces can be found
nearby.
Hi-viz, sturdy footwear and hard hat / bump cap must be worn. We have stocks of hi-viz vests and
bump caps to purchase, so contact Trevor for more details. All photos taken are for private use
ONLY, no public display either online, in magazines or via social media.
Bookings will be taken as soon as you read this by whatever means, but it is not first come first served
to be fair to those who missed out on the first two visits and the majority of members that will only read
this a fortnight after those receiving a pdf version. As we found by trial and error for the first two visits
we don’t need to do a lottery but the final list for each date will be juggled to allow everyone’s
preference to be catered for so please be patient. There is plenty of time to make travel plans / book
accommodation if needs be. Those on the waiting list will get first pick. If you can’t make any of the
dates then you can be put on a reserve list either for cancellations or future visits. If you want to be on
a reserve list then make sure you will be available. We actually had two cancellations for the Aug 2018
visit, one at a late stage and no-one on the reserve list was available for this, but it was filled by a new
member.
Please apply to Tony Whitehead clearly stating your name, membership number, and importantly a
contact telephone number and indicate your preference / availability for the dates shown. Email is best
and he will respond asap. Email: anthw884@gmail.com or by Tel: 07895 386777 but no calls
after 20.45 in the evening please as he will be in bed early as he has to be up for work at 04.30 each
morning. Best time to ring is after 18.30 weekdays and weekends. Though Tony does not have an
answerphone he will return your tel. call promptly if your number is recorded as a missed call, so don’t
panic. Only if you consistently have any trouble contacting Tony or he hasn’t responded after several
days then in the last resort contact Trevor or Christine (details on page 2).
th

FL Basford Hall Yd / Crewe Arms Hotel: Sat 6 April 2019: BOOKING OPEN
Our AGM is to be held again at the Crewe Arms Hotel following a visit to Basford Hall Yard. The trip
around Basford Hall Yard starts at 13.00 from the Freightliner main office at the southern end of the
access road. Please do not dawdle along the access road taking numbers as you will see them three
times on the visit or on the way back. The cost for the visit is £15 payable on the day.
Please apply to Tony Whitehead as per details above for Carnforth. Hi-viz vests required
Following the visit there will be food at the Crewe Arms Hotel at 14.30 with the AGM starting whilst we
eat at 14.45. We should be able to finish no later than 17.00 if not earlier, so trains can be caught.
Please let the Secretary, Christine know if you are attending (contact details on page 2),
independently of Tony, so that food can be organised. Merchandise can be bought at the AGM but for
those not attending some will be available from Chris in the car at Basford Hall.
th

Long Marston: Sat 15 Jun 2019: BOOKING OPEN
The charge is £15 payable on the day but you MUST inform us in advance that you are attending and
ONLY if you are 100% certain. If that is so, please contact our President, Simon (details on page 2) by
the cut-off point of the 25th May 2019 so we can provide the organisers with a list of attendees.
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Please arrive no later than 10.00 with the aim to start at 10.30. We will be there from 09.30 so if you
arrive earlier you will then have time to pay and buy books / sundries which we will have available.
Yard lists will be available for sale on the day from the organisers for you to check off stock, though we
will as in previous years provide a detailed list in TRACKS from members own sightings. Coffee and
cake will be available from around midday but feel free to bring refreshments. The site must be clear
by 16.00, so that is a decent amount of time to wander freely around the site, however you must
adhere to the rules below and respect this opportunity.
• No public display of your photographs either online, in magazines or via social media. It
is the adherence to this rule that allows visits to continue every year. Any breach will result in
membership being withdrawn.
• No climbing onto, between or underneath stock.
• No entry into any building or enclosed area unless invited.
• Wear good walking shoes, bring waterproof clothing. Hi-viz jackets are preferred but not
essential (no rail movements on the day).
• You are entirely responsible for your own safety
There is parking on site with access off Station Road. Programme your Sat Nav with either CV37 8PL
or CV37 8RP or if like me you prefer maps, Station Road runs just south of Long Marston village
between the minor road to Mickleton and the B4632 Mickleton to Stratford-upon-Avon. The entrance is
on the south side of Station Road at the Long Marston end near the ‘The Greenway’ cycle path.
For those who went in previous years you will know it is a big site (130 acres) and with more stock
than ever it is a lot of walking, several miles up and down sidings. Also for those that missed out last
year, remember to visit the secure Compound as that is where most of the stored locos are. We will no
doubt be restricted to an hour inside as previously and you will need it all ! In 2018 this was visited
straight away so don’t be late arriving or you will miss this.
th

Eastleigh Works: Sat 14 Sep 2019: Date confirmed but booking not yet open.

PRESERVATION GALAS (to be attended with our sales stand) nothing planned
OPEN DAYS (to be attended with our sales stand unless stated otherwise)
th

GWR Long Rock Open Day: 13 April 2019
Details TBC
th

Locomotive Services, Crewe Open Day: Sat 8 Jun 2019
This is the first such event at the former Crewe Diesel Depot at the south end of Crewe Station and is
being organised through Railway Magazine.
Tickets are primarily available online at www.classicmagazines.co.uk/allchange (website goes live
at 10.00 on the 6th Feb) but phone and postal applications are possible. There is a site limit of 5,000,
so the organisers have decided no cash on the gate admission as it eliminates any cash handling
risks. Ticket Prices: Adult £12.50, accompanied child £7.50, under 5s Free
Online sales will be limited to a maximum combination of four adult or child tickets. No child ticket can
be bought without an accompanying adult ticket.
Phone: 01507 529529, Post: Crewe Open Day Tickets, Customer Services, Mortons Media Group,
Morton Way, Horncastle, Lincs, LN9 6JR, enclosing a cheque payable to Mortons Media Group.
Tickets will be posted out in early May.
th

Ramsgate Depot Open Day: Sat 8 Jun 2019
We were approached at the DRS Open Day about attending a Ramsgate Depot Open Day in March
which has now been changed but clashes with the LSL Open Day. No confirmation this event will be
going ahead so will not be attending.

OTHER EVENTS (to be attended with our sales stand) nothing planned
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EASTLEIGH WORKS REPORT
by Norman Smith (Photos by Carl Watson unless shown otherwise)
for the period from 1st December 2018 – 31st January 2019
Locos:
06/12 66712 brought in 2 wagons and then stayed for a repair (see Wagon Trips below). It left the
following day.
17/12 73961 t&t 73964 were on and off site with a NR test train before leaving for Tonbridge West
Yard three days later.
20/12 59003 came in until the New Year.
28/12 66730 came in for an Exam and left three days later.
29/12 73971 arrived for new wheels from Doncaster Down Decoy (see below on the 9th Jan 2019)

04/01
08/01
12/01

15/01

21/01
21/01
21/01
23/01
25/01
30/01

66730 left for Eastleigh East Yard.
59003 left to stable at Eastleigh
Station.
66738 brought in Translator Set T7
64664/64707, from Peterborough.
Five days later the same loco took
Set T7 to Doncaster Down Decoy.
50007 arrived from Kidderminster
for a repaint. On the 23rd it left for
Bristol St. Philips Marsh and moved
HST coaches to Long Marston for
storage (see T&T NEWS).
47815 arrived from Leicester LIP
and returned there on the 30th.
1733 (47853) brought in Mk2A Corridor Brake First 17080 from Crewe HS (see Coaches
below). Whilst on site a load bank test was done on the loco.
73962 t&t 73965 were on and off site with a NR test train before leaving for Hither Green
P.A.D three days later.
37116 t&t DBSO 9703 arrived with a NR test train and left for Reading Triangle sidings the
following evening.
59003 came in for a sander repair and then left for Westbury.
50007 returned for its repaint (see above right, note nameplates removed)
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the proposed GBRf livery for 50007 & 50049

Units: Siemens Units receiving modifications:
December 2018: 444003/005/018/025/028, 450032/081/091/094
January 2019: 444001/015/021/029/044, 450020/082/083/084/085/121
07/01
16/01

442404 brought in 442414 from Bournemouth Depot and returned there with 442417.
37884 brought in 442419 from Bournemouth Depot.

442417 20th Dec 2018

442419 prior to re-insertion of motor coach
18th Jan 2019
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Coaches: The roof has been painted on Inspection Saloon 45029 (see below on the 28th Jan 2019)

10/01

21/01

66158 took 1671/1813/3066/3068/
3098/3110/3119/3120/4927/4946/
4949/6310/21272 to Tyseley
Steam Trust for fitting of vacuum
brakes (see below right passing
Didcot as seen by Spencer
Conquest).
1733 (47853) brought in 17080
from Crewe HS (see opposite top)

left & above 67002 t&t 67018, 10th Dec 2018

Scrapped on site by Raxstar:
December 2018: 9522 January 2019: 9494 with 5632 begun on the 31st.
Riviera Trains stock moves for this period, including loco:
08/12 67002 + 67018
UK Railtours
“The Festive Oozlum Bird”
15/12 67018
Pathfinder Tours “The Chester Chuffer”
20/12 67018
UK Railtours
“Carols at Sherborne Abbey”
22/12 66077
Pathfinder Tours “The Festive Frolic”
OTP:
19/12
09/01

MPV DR 98924 + 98974 came in for an Exam and left the same day.
Stone Blower DR 80216 came in for repairs and left on 22nd.
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(returned by 66075)

Wagons: Wagon Trips in/out:
01/12 73107/213 took 70.9310.001-1/
007-8 to Tonbridge West Yard
03/12 73107/213 brought in 70.9310.0110/012-8 from Tonbridge West Yard
and returned there with them two
days later as seen right
06/12 66712 brought in 68.4909.380-0,
80.4909.070-7 from Southampton
Western Docks
FL in
93437
12/12 80.4909.020-2 arrived by road
14/12 DBC out 87.4333.027-8/071-6
03/01 FL in
92619/627, 93409
09/01 DBC in 640914/915, 87.4384.007-2
17/01 FL in
92549
18/01 GBRf in 70.6791.011-9/018-4/035-8/056-4/071-3
24/01 DBC out 78207, 70.6905.001-7
25/01 DBC out 92627

FL out

93428/442

FL out
DBC out
FL out
GBRf out
FL in

93340/349/453.
89018/019, 87.4908.615-7
93409/437
68.4909.380-0
92626/628

Underground: Movement of LUL wagons for this period.
Arrivals: December 2018: GP923/CM950/MW957 January 2019: GP906/GP911/GP920/GP940/
MW956*/MW959*/MW960*/MW961*/JLE1/JLE2/JLE4/JLE12 (* long term storage)
Departures: December 2018: GP913/GP921
09/01

Track Maintenance Machine TMM776 arrived for Matisa.

JLE12 31st January 2019
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TECHNOLOGY NEWS
The proposed merger of Siemens and Alstom has been prohibited by the European Commission.
Battery technology is to be further developed for the Cl.230 with a long term partnership between
Vivarail and Hoppecke. With the Cl.230 proving its reliability during trials on the BKR in October 2018
and a range of 65 miles between charges, it is hoped operators, under pressure from local authorities
to reduce emissions particularly in urban areas, will start looking seriously at the potential of the low
cost units.
The use of hydrogen power for UK trains has moved a step closer with the unveiling of the design
name ‘Breeze’ for the conversion of a Cl.321 by Alstom and Eversholt Rail to be operating by 2022
with the work undertaken at the Alstom facility at Widnes.
Twelve Cl.387/1s are be fitted with digital signalling by Bombardier Transportation to be able to
operate to Heathrow Airport and replace the existing Heathrow Express Cl.332 fleet. Additional work
will involve interior modifications. The work is to undertaken at Ilford Depot with 387140 the first to
arrive on the 6th January 2019.

SNOW GALLERY

43078 t&t 43091 on 1L46
Bridgend - Paddington, Swindon
(11.55) 3rd February 2019
(Colin Pidgeon)
below 66770 passed Castleton on 6M36 Drax – Liverpool, 29th January 2019 (Harold Hull)
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left 70811 + 70806 on
0A28 Cardiff Canton Hinksey Yard, Swindon
(09.50)
2nd February 2019
(Colin Pidgeon)
below 66432 + 88004
passed Hexham at
11.14 on 018J 09.00
York Loop (Holgate) Carlisle Kingmoor
Sidings,
2nd February 2019
(David Moore)

ODDS & SODS
As seen by Graham Stockton all services through Northampton Station were brought to a total
standstill mid afternoon on Tuesday 18th December 2018 by a stupid person who decided to have a
swim in the river adjacent to Platform 3 then tried to walk along the line heading south. He
disappeared around the bend but we do not know the outcome or where his clothes were. I wonder if
he knew not to walk on the sleepers...ouch, definitely worth a caption, over to you !! My effort “I reckon
he thought the sign said remove clothes.....”
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RAIL TOUR PHOTO SPOT

above 4-6-2 6233 ‘DUCHESS OF SUTHERLAND’ on Railway Touring Co ‘Lindum Fayre’
1Z46 King’s Cross - Lincoln Central passing Arlesey (10.15) 8th December 2018 (Toby Radziszewski)
stock 99041, 99122, 99351, 99712, 99350, 3136, 13320, 99311, 4984, 5032, 99304

above & below 90040 t&t 90035 on Hogmanay special 1Z43 King’s Cross – Edinburgh
passing Sandy (11.10) 31st December 2018 (Toby Radziszewski)
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right 47772 t&t 47826 leads the Branch Line
Society's ‘The Looe Brush’ railtour, 1Z47
08.10 Bristol Temple Meads - Colas Tarmac
Moorswater on the Looe branch, through the
site of the former South Brent station at 11.22
returning via Looe, Buckfastleigh, SDR prior
to heading back to Bristol,
3rd February 2019 (Chris W Brown)
access to the Looe branch involved special
dispensation to traverse a 5mph curve with
passengers from Liskeard station, which then
completes a full 180 degree turn back under
the mainline, the normal branch services
operate from a spur at right angles to the main
station (see below)

above looking east with the access track bearing off left at the end of platform 2 with the rear of 43069,
on Liskeard Viaduct (over the Looe branch) passing Liskeard signal box, 21st September 2007
the path to the Looe platform is on the far left
the signal box opened on the 3rd June 1915 as is GWR type 27c with a 36 lever frame
inset Looe branch platform 3 looking north with 153377, 17th September 2007
4-6-0 44871 + 47746 passed Pinchbeck at 12.04 on
1Z46 King’s Cross – Lincoln Central ‘Cathedrals
Express’, 9th December 2018 (Gervase Orton)
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two charters passing Spittal, Berwick-upon-Tweed, 8th December 2018 (Gareth Patterson)
above 4-6-2 60009 t&t 47854 on Edinburgh Xmas Market 1Z09 York - Edinburgh (10.00)
below 47851 t&t 47826 on 1Z51 Cleethorpes - Edinburgh Northern Belle (10.18)

above 4-6-2 60103 ‘FLYING SCOTSMAN’ complete with 'Sir William McAlpine' headboard worked a
special from King’s Cross to York in memory of Sir William McAlpine, arriving on time at 13.13 and is
seen above pulling away from platform 10 with its support coach just as 1S15 from King’s Cross
arrives with 91132 into platform 9 at York (David Rice)
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above 4-6-2 60009 ‘UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA’ t&t 47832 on Railway Touring Co ‘Christmas White
Rose’ 1Z40 Cambridge – York passing Whittlesea (08.59) 20th December 2018 (Toby Radziszewski)
stock 35486, 99041, 99122, 99351, 99712, 99350, 3136, 13320, 99311, 4984, 5032, 99304

above 4-6-2 35028 ‘CLAN LINE’ on Railway Touring Co ‘Christmas Carols’ 1Z92 Victoria – Sherborne,
Clapham Jnct (09.16) 20th December 2018 (Colin Pottle)

NARROW GAUGE MATTERS
A new 2ft line is being laid at the Cornwall at War Museum on the Davidstow Airfield. Traction is Motor
Rail 4wDM [8882].
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RHTT GALLERY
Last dregs from the 2018 RHTT season, so
thanks to all for your RHTT recordings
left MPV DR 98909 + DR 98959 on
3S03 Kings Norton - Kings Norton RHTT
passes Elford (12.55) 11th December 2018
(Colin Pottle)
below 66025 t&t 66053 on
3J31 Peterborough - Peterborough RHTT,
passes Abbots Ripton (11.15)
9th December 2018 (Toby Radziszewski)

above
very weathered 66723 in RHTT ‘livery’
passing light engine through Doncaster
on 08.47 0Z30 York Thrall Europa Doncaster Down Decoy,
17th December 2018 (Stan Bown)
right an equally filthy
66725 t&t 66721 4H29 Broxbourne Whitemoor Yard RHTT, Waterbeach
(14.09) 9th December 2018
(Toby Radziszewski)
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left 57301 t&t 37605
on 6Z30 12.20
Stowmarket - York
Thrall passing
Thurston returning
the FEA sets
after the finish of the
RHTT season
the previous Friday,
th
17 December 2018
(Keith Partlow)

right 56078 t&t 56302 on
3Z66 Gloucester Horton road
- Shrewsbury Coleham
RHTT, Grange Court (11.30)
11th December 2018
(Nigel Hoskins)

left 66713 t&t 66732 RHTT Chingford
(12.30) 30th November 2018
(Eric Salisbury)
below 37606 t&t 37605 on Stowmarket to
Stowmarket via Cromer and Great
Yarmouth RHTT, Whittlingham Jnct
7th December 2018 (Stuart Moore)
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left DRS convoy returning to Crewe after the end of the RHTT season passing Ipswich at 09.47
with 37602 hauling 57002 + 37038 + 57003 on 0Z65 09.35 Stowmarket - Crewe Gresty Bridge,
19th December 2018 (Keith Partlow)

66005 t&t 66117 RHTT Stafford
(13.00) 6th December 2018 (Peter Davis)

67023 t&t 67027 West
Hampstead Thameslink
(12.47) 1st December 2018
(Sean Davies)
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TRAFFIC & TRACTION NEWS
December 4
90042 was seen on the overnight CS at 07.10 at
Euston (Derek Everson)

66199 with a tatty roof passed Harlaston at 14.17
on 6X01 Scunthorpe - Eastleigh (Colin Pottle)

December 5
67004 t&t 67024 passed Basingstoke at 11.04 on
the Belmond British Pullman from London
Victoria – Bath (Derek Everson)

60059 passed Elford at 12.21 on 6M57 Lindsey Kingsbury (Colin Pottle)

December 6
47854 passed Stafford at 14.07 on Southall –
Carnforth (Peter Davis)

December 14
37601 passed Wymondham South Jnct at 11.42
on 0L48 08.46 Leicester LIP - Norwich CP. The
37 is to act as Thunderbird when the new Stadler
units are on test (Keith Partlow)

December 7
67005 t&t 67006 + 4-6-2 35028 passed Swindon
at 13.55 on 1Z50 Royal Train ecs (photo at end)
December 10
66111 passed Swindon at 12.15 on 6B52
Swindon – Llanwern (photo at end)
December 11
66419 passed Elford Loop at 12.43 on 6G65
Earles - Walsall (photo at end)
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December 16
56087 t&t 56105 passed Tufts No 1 crossing at
09.38 on 6C88 Holme Jnct - Whitemoor Yard
(Toby Radziszewski)

59101 passed West Brompton at 12.45 on 7V50
Crawley - Acton Yard (Colin Pottle)
December 17
66302 passed Pirton at 13.27 on the Tesco
intermodal (photo at end)
90046 + 90042 wait for the road at Stafford on a
Daventry - Coatbridge intermodal (Martin Evans)

December 18
37602 t&t 37606 plus snowploughs ADB 965211
+ 965208 passed Thetford at 14.16 on 7Z40
10.03 Norwich - Norwich test run. The 37s ran to
March Yard with one snowplough where they
picked up the second before the run back to
Norwich (Keith Partlow)

66078 + 92042 passed Kensington Olympia at
11.37 on 0M45 Dollands Moor - Daventry
International (Colin Pottle)

December 19
37423 t&t 37405 arrived at Norwich at 11.48 on
2P17 from Great Yarmouth (photo at end)
December 20
66074 paused at Kensington Olympia at 10.15 on
0E26 Dollands Moor - Scunthorpe (Colin Pottle)

December 21
90048 + 90044 both in original FL livery, arrived
at Ipswich at 12.39 on 4L41 06.04 Crewe BH 22

Felixstowe North. The 90s were put on the
stabling point as one was used for driver
refreshers over Christmas. Paths were Ipswich Stowmarket - Colchester on the 24th and 27th
December (photo at end)
317341 was seen at Ely at 17.46 on 5H20 to
Cambridge Ely (Toby Radziszewski)

Norwich Crown Point - Bounds Green (photo at
end)
January 2
90012 Norwich 18.29 (Toby Radziszewski)

January 3
70815 + 66846 + 66847 passed Ashwell &
Morden at 14.04 on 6L37 Hoo - Whitemoor Yard
(Toby Radziszewski)

December 30
90047 + 90043 passed Ipswich at 12.38 on 4L41
06:04 Crewe BH - Felixstowe North with both
locos working on one motor due to power
restrictions on the GEML (Keith Partlow)

January 5
43185 was seen at Paddington at 12.14 having
arrived with 1L48 Swansea - Paddington (Alex
Barnard)

December 31
60063 hauling the final 6B13 Robeston Westerleigh tanks of 2018 was seen departing
Haresfield Loop at 12.24 (Andy Jones)

91119 passed Sandy at 10.05 on 1D08 King’s
Cross - to Leeds Sandy (photo at end)
57303 hauled DVT 82139 t&t 90015 south for
tyre turning through Cambridge at 08.46 on 5Z25
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January 7
66553 was seen at Didcot carrying survey
equipment on OY07 Stoke Gifford - Hinksey
Sdgs (Spencer Conquest)

January 11
43002 t&t 43185 + two GWR coach liveries made
a very colourful set at Didcot (Spencer Conquest)

66176 passed Swindon at 09.19 on 6B49
Llanwern – Swindon in a slightly cleaner
condition than the photo on p23 in the December
issue (photo at end)
755405 was seen at Diss about to depart on
09.38 test run to Trowse Jnct, Norwich. Although
the pans are up the unit worked on diesel
engines (Keith Partlow)

60010 with no bodyside branding passing
Swindon at 15.22 on 6B33 Theale - Robeston,
Swindon (Colin Pidgeon)

January 8
325012 passed Northampton at 14.08 on postal
to Wembley (Graham Stockton)
January 13
66020 passed Barrow on Soar at 14.40 on 6Z89
Peak Forest – Peterborough. When seen this
train was running nearly 1 hour early but
eventually got to its destination, about 40 miles
away, over 150 minutes late!...one unhappy
driver I suspect (Ian Briggs)
January 10
59005 passing Grange Park at 12.44 on Hitchin
Up Yard – Acton (David Berg)
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January 15
170633 in the WMT short term livery departed
Shrewsbury for Birmingham New Street at 11.50
(Martin Evans)

January 21
A Cl.66/67 convoy of assorted liveries left Crewe
at 14.10 heading for Warrington Arpley (photo at
end)
66151 passed Sileby at 12.51 on 6B04 Toton –
Ancaster (Ian Briggs)

January 18
66719 & 66755 were seen shunting a wagon
from Swindon EMR sidings on the upside of the
main line to Swindon Transfer on the downside of
the main line. Both locos arrived and departed
separately, 66719 on 0V71 from Eastleigh at
11.10 and 66755 on 0V72 from Cardiff at 11.18
(Colin Pidgeon)

January 22
90043 was seen at the head of the overnight CS
at 07.23 at Euston (Derek Everson)

387143 was seen at Swindon, a rare daylight
sighting until the summer, having arrived on 5Z30
from Didcot to pick up 387130 which had been
left overnight requiring fitters attention (Colin
Pidgeon)

January 23
50007 + barrier coaches passing Worcester
Norton Jnct at 15.50 after delivering ex-GWR
Mk3s to Long Marston. You can see temporary
corrosion repairs involving re-plating one cab
front partially and covered it with tape which they
then painted yellow! The other cab is shown in
the EASTLEIGH WORKS REPORT (photo at
end)

88007 + 88008 arrived at Ipswich at 11.05 with
0Z34 09.03 Willesden - Willesden via Ipswich
East Suffolk Jnct with Stadler staff onboard
filming for the new Flirt units (Keith Partlow)
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January 30
66551 + 66550 passed Oxford on an intermodal
(photo at end)
139002 was seen between Stourbridge Town
and Stourbridge Jnct at 11.20 (Phil Rogers)

56049 + 56090 passed Eastwood 50 mins late on
6E32 Preston - Lindsay tanks. They were
approximately 80 mins late into Preston
recovering to be only 3 mins late returning to
Blackburn but then slipped again (photo at end)
January 24
20901 + 20905 seen at Derby heading to BH
(Spencer Conquest)

January 26
88003 + 88006 were seen at Carnforth at 10.00
on flasks with FNAs 11.70.9229.016-4 + 55033
seen below with pantographs up heading onto
the WCML.

News from Norfolk (Stuart Moore):
A visit to Norwich in the morning on the 3rd saw
37407 out of use in the yard. It had developed at
fault while on the RHTT sent and was waiting to
be sent to Crewe for repairs. 37605 and 37606
arrived into platform 1 at Norwich on the
Stowmarket to Dereham MNR servicing run.
5th December saw the arrival of 47746 and 4-6-2
60009 ‘UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA’ for the
following day’s tour form Norwich to York. 60009
took the tour to Norwich on the 6th and 4-6-2
46233 ‘DUCHESS OF SUTHERLAND’ from York
to Peterborough where it was replaced by 47746
for the final run to Norwich. 47746 took the ecs
back to Southall on Friday the 7th.
Also on the 7th 37606 t&t 37605 were seen at
Whitlingham Jnct on the Stowmarket to
Stowmarket via Cromer and Great Yarmouth
RHTT run (see RHTT GALLERY. I’d heard that a
new loco had been sent over from Crewe the day
before and a quick visit to Norwich after seeing
the RHTT produced occasional visitor 37403
which was seen stabled up next to 37407 giving
the rare sight of 2 large logo 37’s together in the
yard (see below).
On the 11th of December I noted my final RHTT
of the season with 57002 t&t 57303 operating the
usual Stowmarket to Stowmarket via the coast
again at Whitlingham Jnct.

January 28
DBSO t&t 68028 passing Haxby at 08.45 on
07.05 3Q99 Scarborough - Manchester
International Depot test run running with FL
drivers (David Rice)
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The 12th saw WCR 57313 and 57314 on the
Northern Belle stock noted in Norwich yard
before operating the Norwich and Ipswich dining
specials.
The third Cl.755 Flirt unit 755408 arrived from
Ripple Lane yard behind 66002 on the 13th.
On the 17th of December 57007 was noted in the
yard having arrived from Stowmarket now that
the RHTT duties had finished. Also in the yard at
the time were 37419, 37407 and 37403.
On the 18th the DRS loco’s I the Royal Dock in
Norwich were 37602, 37606 and 57303 together
with 37403.
66099 was noted on the Tunstead - Norwich
stone train. The Royal Dock held 37403 and
57303 and the Short Set (NC37) was operated by
37423 and 37405.
My penultimate visit to Norwich before Christmas
was to see 755406 arrive from Ripple Lane on
the 20th. There have been no more Cl.755
arrivals since this one.
The final visit to Norwich of the year was on the
22nd to see 37716 in the yard which had recently
arrived from Crewe.
January
The first spotting of the year was on the 2nd of
January to see 37716 and 37423 on NC37
operating the 14.55 Norwich to Lowestoft nonstop through Brundall.
ROG Europhoenix liveried 37601 arrived in
Norwich on the 7th of January in preparation of
the acceptance testing for the Cl.755 Flirt units. It
was noted parked with 37403 in the yard that
evening. Acceptance testing was initially
overnight to Diss from Norwich. This was
followed by day light time running along the same
route followed by day time runs to Great
Yarmouth, then Dereham and most recently
Ipswich and Colchester. There have been a
couple of hiccups but nothing to stop the
operations running.
On the 8th of January 37716 had been swapped
out on the NC37 set for 37405 being noted
arriving in to Norwich on the 13.18 from Gt.
Yarmouth to Norwich. NC37 had been running at
a 2 coach set since the start of the year as was
noted as such on this day.
66020 was seen in Norwich yard on the stone
train from Tunstead on the 9th.
37407 arrived back much cleaner from Crewe on
the 10th and was seen in the yard at Norwich on
the 11th.
By the 14th the motive power on NC37 had
changed again and was now 37405 and 37407
37423 being moved back to the yard.
A visit to Norwich on the 15th produced the
following 37’s in Norwich station or yard:

37405/407 (NC37) 37403, 37716 and 37800. The
latter had replaced 37601 at the standby engine
for the Flirt tests.

above 37800 + 37716 & 37423, 16th Jan 2019
66020 was
16th January

again on the stones

on the

above 37403 t&t 37407 Whitlingham Jnct,
18th Jan 2019
The 17th of January was a big day for NC37 with
a further loco swap. Today it was noted with
37403 and 37407 as power. These 2 stayed on
the set through to the end of the month. In the
final week of January the stock was back up to 3
with the return of the missing coach.
By the 22nd the loco contingent had increased
with the arrival of 37424 (558). It must be
decades since Norwich has had 3 large logo 37’s
in the yard and station area and it is the first time
that three Large logo 37/4’s have been there
together. Also present was regular visitor and
NC37 stalwart 37405.
66108 was on the Tunstead stone on the 18th and
one of the London intercity sets had been
replaced by a pair of 321’s (321317 and 321446).
A quick trip was made into Norwich on the 27th to
see 158889 on the Norwich Ely shuttles
(engineering beyond Ely preventing longer
journeys) and 156473 arrive ECS form Derby
Etches Park which due to the engineering meant
the unit had to run via Hitchin.
The 29th of January found 37403/405/407/423/
424/716/800 and 57303 all in the Norwich station
area. Who said trainspotting was dull over here!!
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37716 + 37424 were used to take drift
snowploughs ADB 965211 + ADB 965237 to
Derby (see below). They returned to Norwich the
next day with replacement ploughs ADB 965208
+ ADB 965219 (see below).On the 31st 37716
and 37405 ran light engine from Norwich to
Willesden.
With regard to the preparations for the new units
the signalling system is apparently not going well
and a delay to the introduction was reported in
the local paper which added that this would mean
the Berney Arms line will remain closed for
longer. This has been closed while the signal
replacement work is under way but I’m not
entirely sure why. The new signals are in place
but covered. I am told that there is an issue with
the new system talking to the old system, but I
cannot confirm that. The sidings work is
continuing on the MNR where 33202 and 03197
have arrived to assist with CE movements.

above ADB 965211 + 37424 + 37716

37403 + 37407 Norwich
7th December 2018 (Stuart Moore)

66176 Swindon (09.19)
11th January 2019 (Colin Pidgeon)

above ADB 965219 + 37716 + 37424 + ADB 965208 Norwich, 31st January 2019 (Stuart Moore)
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66419 Elford Loop (12.43)
11th December 2018 (Colin Pottle)

37423 t&t 37405 Norwich
(11.48) 19th December 2018 (Toby Radziszewski)

66621Swindon (12.41)
6th January 2019 (Colin Pidgeon)

consecutively numbered
66551 +66550 Oxford, 30th January 2019 (Spencer Conquest)
th
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91119 Sandy (10.05)
31st December 2018 (Toby Radziszewski)

57303 + 82139 t&t 90015 Cambridge
(08.46) 31st December 2018 (Toby Radziszewski)

66111 Swindon (12.15)
10th December 2018 (Colin Pidgeon)

above 37424, 321317 & 37403 t&t 37407 Norwich 23rd January 2019 (Stuart Moore)
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above 50007 + barriers, Worcester Norton Jnct (15.50) 23rd January 2019 (Sean Davies)
showing cab front repairs, giving an optical illusion of being dented
66302 Pirton (13.27)
17th December 2018 (Sean Davies)

90048 + 90044 Ipswich (12.39)
21st December 2018 (Keith Partlow)
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above 66199 + 66177 + 66097 + 67012 + 67004 Crewe (14.10) 21st January 2019 (Martin Evans)

above 67005 t&t 67006 + 4-6-2 35028 ‘CLAN LINE’ on 1Z50 ecs Royal Train,
Swindon (13.55) 7th December 2018 (Colin Pidgeon)

56049 + 56090 Eastwood
(12.29) 23rd January 2019 (Harold Hull)
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RAIL TOUR NEWS
Vintage Trains ‘Polar Express’ by James Holloway:
The Polar Express is a new innovation run by Vintage Trains. It ran every Thursday - Saturday from
23rd November 2018 until 29th December 2018, making 4 or 5 trips each day. It ran from Birmingham
Moor St to the North Pole (Tyseley) with each performance taking about 1 hour while telling parts of
the story and serving cookies and hot chocolate. Father Christmas was at the North Pole to greet the
families of visitors on arrival. Locomotives used were 4-6-0 4965 ROOD ASHTON HALL’ temporarily
re-named ‘POLAR STAR’ on one side only t&t 47773, with SRPS supplying a rake of Mk1 coaches
35185 + 4856 + 5028 + 3150 + 3115 + 1859 + 4832. The website for buying tickets crashed on the
first day when £40,000 were ordered in 24 hours.

above & below 4-6-0 4965 t&t 47773 Birmingham Moor
Street (14.21) 20th December 2018 (JH)
take away the sign and it could be Torbay !!

Branch Line Society ‘Festive Frolic’ by David Spencer:
Two things tempted me to book on this Pathfinder special on 22nd December the first was the brilliant
time I had on the Festive East Yorkshire a couple of years ago and the second was the trip up to Dee
Marsh. Sadly neither happened as first there was no festive frolicking (at least in my coach) and Dee
Marsh was removed from the route, but having said that it was still an enjoyable day out with good
company.
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It started at Eastleigh and I decided to join at Banbury the extra fare was little more than my petrol and
parking at International. 66077 came in early and took us to Bescot Yard calling at Coventry and
International on the way and gave me sight of the new Kenilworth station for the first time. At Bescot
we used the far left line around the outside of the yard, which I had travelled on before and we
stopped for the Cl.66 to run round and have a Cl.56 put on the rear. That was the plan so we were
startled to see 66075, we were never told why and a Colas 56105 on the tail. We then returned the
way we came turning left at Perry Barr North Jnct and again at Soho East and North Jncts as far as
Monmore Green. To replace Dee Marsh, Wolverhampton Steel terminal was added and we turned off
as far as the buffer stops, new track to me but many disappointed Branch Line folk had been before.
Apart from the odd goods loop this was the only bit of rare track and we returned again the way we
came passing through Tame Bridge Parkway for the third time then on to Wolverhampton taking the
Shrewsbury line. Who would have believed many years ago when I travelled on 'the Cl.56 Farewell
Tour' that in 2018 there would be a sizeable number of the class reactivated and still hauling
Pathfinder specials? After crawling through Cosford loop we continued through Shrewsbury and
Wrexham to reach Chester a few minutes
down where we had a leg stretch. With the
Northern rail strike I did not expect it to be
busy but with Merseyrail and Arriva Wales
working there was a fair bit of action, although
I admit to slipping out to get some affordable
drinks for the return trip. Highlight for me was
a re-liveried Cl.175/1 looking very smart but it
will need a daily wash to keep the white livery
sparkling.
left 56105 t&t 66075 Pathfinder Railtours
‘Festive Frolics’ passed Wrexham General at
15 30, 22nd December 2018 (Martin Evans)
As with all winter tours it was dark by now as
we returned, still with 56105 leading, heading
for Crewe where I cannot recall ever using the
Chester line link to the Independent lines
before. This crosses over the tunnel and remains above the other lines as far as Salop Jnct then via
the up independent line to Basford Hall Jnct and down the up slow lines to Stafford. Continuing down
the main line to Rugeley we then crossed over to Rugeley North Jnct through Cannock to Walsall and
our last piece of once common but now rare track at Pleck Jnct taking the truncated Dudley line into
the up Dudley Siding. Here we dropped the 56 and with 66075 now leading we returned through
Walsall to Ryecroft Jnct and right on to the Sutton Park line and right again at Castle Bromwich Jnct
and down the main line as far as Bromford Bridge, into Washwood Heath up siding, the tracks behind
the fence separating the yard from the main line. Still we were not finished as we took the left fork at
Landor Street Jnct and up the Camp Hill line and the seldom covered curve between Lifford East and
West Jncts and finally down into Birmingham New Street where I bailed out. It would have been
impossible to find a more complicated route from Stafford to Birmingham which took two hours forty
minutes (30 in a Cl.350). So just the one good branch but lots of loops the three curves not used by
any scheduled passenger workings. it was a great tour shame about the dark so roll on February
when I catch the ‘Blue Boys’ tour

PRESERVATION NEWS
4-6-0 6989 ’WIGHTWICK HALL’ under restoration since leaving Barry in 1977, has steamed for the
first time in 54 years since being withdrawn in 1964. As the 150th Barry loco to return to steam, this
milestone was achieved on the 11th December at Quainton Road, BRC. An official launch into public
service will be held over the first weekend in March 2019.
4-6-2 60007 ‘SIR NIGEL GRESLEY’ is to join the LSL fleet based at Crewe for the duration of its next
boiler ticket, so will be seen regularly operating on the mainline.
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2-6-4T 80097 based at ELR hauled its first public service on the 20th January 2019 since 1965.
4-6-2 60163 ‘TORNADO’ has still to return to the
mainline as further repairs were required following
test runs which revealed damage sustained whilst at
NVR just prior to the test run. Though now fixed the
paperwork has prevented the loco from taking up its
planned tour on the North Briton.
right 60163 on test at Overton, NVR,
6th January 2019 (Carl Watson)
PON has obtained 10 16t BR mineral wagons on
long term loan from the GCR where they ran as part
of the ‘Windcutter’ rake. GCR had assessed that
they have more wagons than they practically needed
to run the rake, which has allowed PON to be able to
now run a similar prototypical freight train for the line.
2-6-4T 80080 has returned to steam following a
lengthy overhaul in the West Shed at Swanwick Jnct,
MRB. Once it has appeared in a couple of events in
late February it will return to its home on the ELR.

Avon Valley Railway News by Paul Normanton: I spent the day, 23rd January 2019 at
Bitton today making a start on thawing out the locomotives after the period of no or little use since the
end of December. We really, really need a centrally heated shed to keep them in, if you hear of
anyone with one to spare! If you ever wondered how much clag a stone cold 31101 generates on a
cold start up, then the photo below shows just
that. 08202 was on a battery charger for about
24 hours solid but eventually fired up ok
thankfully. Work starts now on getting the 08
into top notch condition as it is taking part in the
mixed traction gala on 16th March. We fitted a
spare off side cab door today as the original
door gone for repair. 31130 is progressing well
with its repaint into Railfreight Grey livery from
Trainload Coal.
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WARLEY NATIONAL MODEL SHOW REPORT
As promised in the December 2018 issue here are the 1:1 locos on display. There were five locos plus
one coach, all narrow gauge.

above 2’ gauge 4-6-0T 303 [1215] built by Hunslet in 1916 as
a ROD loco in WWI then worked in Australia but was
repatriated in August 2005 and is now based at the Apedale
Heritage Railway
below & opposite top 2’ gauge 0-6-0WT [1172] ‘ALPHA’ built
by Hudswell Clarke in 1924, last working for Ryam Sugar,
India but was repatriated in May 2013 and is based at the
Statfold Barn Railway, partnered with 2w-2PMR [1097]
‘LIBBIE’ built by Baguley Cars in 1919
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three items were on display from the 1’-3” gauge Romney Hythe & Dymchurch Railway
below 4-6-2 6 [22072’ ‘SAMSOM’ built in 1926 by Davey Paxman & Co
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above 1’-3” gauge No.1 ‘ROYAL SALOON’

above 4-6-2 2 [21500] ‘NORTHERN
CHIEF’ built in 1925 by Davey
Paxman & Co

GRAFFITI
left
321316 with graffiti to the driving car,
th
Ipswich 24 December 2018
(Keith Partlow)
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INFRASTRUCTURE NEWS
Misc News:
With new stock entering service in 2019 more of the existing stock coming off lease will need to be
stored and ROG who do most of the movements is looking for additional secure storage. It is reckoned
up to 47 miles of track are required if all 4000 vehicles coming off lease need to be stored, though
some classes like 313/314 & 315s are likely to head straight to scrapyards.
An additional £1.7 billion funding has been agreed to complete Crossrail though the delayed start put
back a year to Autumn 2019 is now also in jeopardy.
Old Oak Common HST Depot officially closed on the 8th December 2018. The final cars were celebrity
43185 and 43093 the latter has had further adornments added to reflect the closure (see LIVERIES).
Platforms 20-22 in the former Eurostar terminal at London Waterloo have been fully brought into use
for domestic SWR services from the start of the winter timetable on the 9th December 2018. The
remaining platforms 23 & 24 are due to re-open from the May 2019 timetable change.
Having taken over the running of Glasgow Springburn Works in November 2018 from Knorr-Bremise,
Gemini Rail Services (GRS) has announced that the Works will close by the end of 2019. This is due
to a lack of contracts refurbishing older units, competing with other facilities in England which do not
have the extra distance needed to move stock north of the border and the relatively new age of
ScotRail stock. What work is in Scotland is being directed to Kilmarnock.
The first electric train operated a test run through Bolton between Manchester and Preston on the 13th
December 2018 using 390104. A second run the following day employed 390152. Further tests in
January 2019 might herald the start of the much delayed improved service over the 25 mile line.
With the start of the revised ScotRail December 2018 timetable electric services commenced on the
Alloa route, only 10 years since the line was re-opened to passengers.
A northbound platform is to be provided at Dunbar with construction starting in the spring replacing the
previous loop and platform removed during the 1970s and then electrification in the 1980s. This will
negate the need for stopping northbound services having to cross the southbound track twice to
access the current single platform, therefore allowing more services to stop.
Electrification reached Newbury and Bristol Parkway on the GWML on the 31st December 2018
HNRC has bought Worksop Wagon Repair Depot from DBC.
Having deemed the coastal rail route to Cornwall is the only viable option Network Rail has submitted
a planning application to increase the height of the seawall at Dawlish to provide further protection.
The work will also provide a wider promenade.
The Spanish manufacturer Talgo who will be bidding for HS2 rolling stock has picked Longannet for
the location of its new factory in the UK.
EMUs are now being stabled / maintained in sidings to the west of Swindon on the north side of the
GWML which received its first units on 3rd January 2019. The units are only stabled all day Saturday &
Sunday as on weekdays they leave early in the morning empty stock to Didcot to commence service.
They return empty to Swindon from 20.50 for cleaning & stabling.

above Cl.387/1s in Swindon EMU sidings 6th January 2019 (Colin Pidgeon)
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left the ongoing re-construction
of platforms 5 / 6 Edinburgh
Waverley, 24th December 2018
(Iain Gardiner)
The following photos taken by
Paul Normanton on the 31st
October 2018 at Bristol Temple
Meads show a not very often
photographed area, ex-platform
2, the former Motorail loading
point mothballed when the
service was abandoned back in
the
1980s.
The
Motorail
coaches would be brought in
from Malago Vale sidings,
loaded during the evening and
then shunted onto the rear of
the overnight sleeper service in
the early hours of the morning. The tracks were subsequently used as stabling for various Royal Mail
vehicles and nowadays are used as short term stabling for GWR DMUs as with 158961 and
occasionally NR RHTT stock
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PHOTO SPOT: NR TEST TRAINS

37099 t&t 37521 on 1Q86
March – Derby, March West Jnct
(10.27) 12th January 2019
(Toby Radziszewski)

below 37521 t&t 37099 on 1Q99 16.26
Cambridge - Peterborough (via Kings
Lynn, Ipswich, Norwich, Colchester,
Felixstowe and Mistley) NR test train
(18.11) 11th January 2019
(Toby Radziszewski)

below DBSO 9703 t&t 37025 with
62287 + 6260 on 3Z03 Derby RTC Hither Green NR test train passing
newly erected electrification masts
at Harrowden Jnct (10.00)
16th December 2018 (Colin Pottle)
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above 67023 t&t 67027 Chippenham (13.55)
30th December 2018 (Keith Blackman)
right 43062 t&t 43014 Leicester,
24th January 2019 (Spencer Conquest)

left 43014 t&t 43062
Worcester Norton Jnct
(15.28)
23rd January 2019
(Sean Davies)
below
37607 t&t DBSO 9708
on 3Q84 Cardiff
Canton - Cardiff
Canton, Swindon
(14.20)
3rd January 2019
(Colin Pidgeon)
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DAYS OUT
Overnight, London to Scotland by Colin James:
With a friend I decided to take a trip to Scotland between the 13th and 15th September 2018 using the
Caledonian Sleeper giving me a chance to ride the Mk3 sleepers, possibly for the last time, get the
Fife circle Cl.68s, see new / converted EMUs and any bonus freights.
The trip had been first discussed back when Cl.67s were working the Fite circle diagrams, but work,
shift patterns, holidays and general life got in the way to organizing anything. But the stated desire of
the Caledonian Sleepers to remove the Mk3s from the Lowland sleeper at the end of October
(subsequently delayed to the Spring of 2019) spurred us on to finally carry out our trip. My friend had
never travelled on the sleeper service and it was nigh on 30 years since I had last done so, so it
seemed ideal to combine two overnight journeys from/to London with hopefully Cl.92 haulage and a
day in Scotland, primarily for the Cl.68s. Some late booking meant we arranged the trip for the 13th
September travelled out to Edinburgh Waverley, then back from Glasgow Central the following night.

An afternoon trip from East Anglia into London allowed a visit to Marylebone for two of Chiltern
Railways Cl. 68 turns, silver 68015 covering the 1K50 17.15 London – Kidderminster service with
converted plug door Mk3s (see above) and blue 68009 covering the 1N50 17.21 London – Bicester
North service with the standard Mk3s (see below).

After that a trip to Acton Mainline brought 59002 working the 6L21 13.23 Whatley Quarry – Dagenham
Dock loaded stone and Cl345/387/800s dominating workings out of Paddington with diminishing HSTs
and Cl.165/166s.
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Heading to Euston, the stock for
1S25 21.16 Highland sleeper was
already in Platform 1 with 90041 at
the stops (see above at 19.37) after
working in with the ecs and 92044
(see right at 19.41) at the country
end to work the service north. From
this we correctly surmised that
90041 would be our train loco on
the Lowland sleeper, as far as
Carstairs.

With nothing else to do, we adjourned
to a local public house for some food
and drink, before returning for our train.
87002 was at the stops in platform 15
after working in with the ecs and 90041
duly attached to the front for the 1S26
23.50 to Glasgow. After nearly 30 years
I’d forgotten how snug the cabins were
and the feeling of my feet being higher
than my head when the train canted.
In Edinburgh the following morning we
found 90045 (see above at 07.47) attached to the front of our stock after working the 1B26 06.40 from
Carstairs, so no Cl.92s for us at all on this trip. 92044 was stabled in the new electric siding.
We had no definitive itinerary, but had planned to travel out to the Edinburgh suburbs for one of the
morning trips of the Cl.68s on the Fife circle working, but a basic mistake on my part reading the
timetables meant we passed both in quick succession on our train. At Inverkeithing we saw 170419 at
08.36 still in un-branded ScotRail base blue (see opposite top). Disappointed, we returned to
Edinburgh for breakfast and a check of our next moves.
From Edinburgh we took a train to Falkirk Grahamston, where we got 66110 working the 4D51 10.43
Grangemouth TDG – Mossend Euroterminal intermodal (see opposite middle) before moving off to
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Greenfaulds to wait for 70805
working the 6S36 08.32 Dalston
OT – Grangemouth INEOS empty
tanks (see bottom). Whilst at
Greenfaulds a selection of Cl.156,
158, 170, 318, 334 & 320s were
seen, including an ex-London
Midland Cl.321/4 now running as a
3 car Cl.320/4, a first for me (see
CONVERSIONS). Next was a train
to
Motherwell,
viewing
the
Freightliner CL.66s on Coatbridge
FLT, the DBC Cl.66s & 90s and
stored EWS Mk2s in Mossend
Yard and the DRS Cl.68s
Motherwell TMD.
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We returned from Motherwell to Glasgow Central, looking to get the 6M22 12.17 Hunterston –
Sellafield flask, but 88002 & 88005 just beat us through Uddingston. Disappointing as that was, the
pouring rain would’ve ruined any pictures anyway. Also seen on this journey was 70814 at View Park,
which later worked the 6B34 16.34 View Park – Oxwellmains cement.

365519 departing Edinburgh platform
14 at 15.45 on 1R83 15.4
Edinburgh – Glasgow Queen St,
14th September 2018
I picked up a couple of Cl.380s in Glasgow Central, before we moved over to Glasgow Queen St for a
trip back to Edinburgh, haulage provided by a pair of Cl.365s. Passing Eastfield TMD the usual
collection of units were stabled, along with an HST power car (in plain blue) for staff familiarization. At
Haymarket TMD, another HST power car was present (also plain blue), with several units, including
two in a pride version of the ScotRail Saltire livery.

The time at Edinburgh allowed for a trip back to Haymarket on one of the new Cl.385s before returning
to Edinburgh and waiting for the incoming DRS ecs for the first Fife Circle working. This arrived behind
68006, which formed the 2G13 17.09 Edinburgh - Glenrothes with Thornton, which we took as far as
Inverkeithing. Then we waited for 68007 on the 2L69 17.19 Edinburgh – Cardenden working, taking it
to Cardenden (see above at 18.20). Catching a Cl.170 back to Edinburgh, we were in front of 70813
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on the 6B32 16.52 Aberdeen Craiginches – Oxwellmains cement. Passing over the Forth Bridge
again, the new Royal Navy aircraft carrier ‘HMS Prince of Wales’ could be seen on Rosyth Dockyard,
lit by a beautiful sunset. 6B32 is one of the few freights routed through Edinburgh Waverley and a
hand held picture of 70813
working it at 8,000 ISO came out
quite well as it passed through
non-stop (see below at 20.05).
Another trip to Glasgow Queen
St followed and a walk to Central
for our sleeper back. 86401 was
at the stops in platform 10 after
working the ecs (see below at
21.56), with 90041 at the front to
work the 1M11 23.40 sleeper to
London.

On Saturday morning in Euston
we saw 92044 again, in
platform 15, which had worked
the 1M16 Highland sleeper.
Alongside was 33207 (see
below at 08.09) stabled for the
day after working an ecs for the
Cumbrian Coast railtour worked
by 86259. We then went out to
Ealing Broadway and saw
66091 on 6Z22 09.39 Acton
Yard – Hayes & Harlington
loaded stone and 66060
working the 6A76 10.57 Hayes & Harlington – Acton Yard empty stone, but tiredness was taking its toll
and we left London early for our trip home. A strenuous couple of days, but worth it for the traction
seen and photographed, new locations found and old locations remembered (even if they are buried in
Buddleia bushes).

all photos by Colin James
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STOCK MOVES
With so many new stock moves occurring, particularly with various barrier wagons and transfers of
stock between operators or into store, I thought it best to start showing these all together as this will
become a regular sight over the next few years.
right 43030 t&t 43034 + 42023
5L46 St. Philips Marsh - Ely
Papworth Sidings
passing East Goscote (11.52)
12th December 2018
(Colin Pottle)

above 47812 t&t 47815 on 5L46 Laira to Ely
Papworth (18.42) 21st December 2018
stock 6344, 41126, 42344, 42261, 44030,
46001, 46010, 46011, 42216, 42508, 6340
right 57312 + barriers on 5L46 Leicester Ely Papworth March West Jnct (10.25)
12th December 2018
below 47812 + 47815 on 5L46 Laira to Ely
Papworth Ely (19.07) 19th December 2018
(all Toby Radziszewski) stock 6340, 41004,
42069, 42118, 44023, 41140, 42287, 42289,
44037, 42070, 42513, 6344
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above 57312 passing Peterborough at 10.32 on 5E23 09.04 Ely Papworth - Doncaster Wabtec with off
lease ex-GWR HST coaches sandwiched between 2 barrier vehicles, stock 6344, 41137, 42502,
42265, 41116, 42257, 42578, 42350, 42259, 6340, 14th January 2019 (Keith Partlow)

SIGNAL BOX SURVEY
Macclesfield: Located on the line between Kidsgrove and Cheadle Hulme alongside the elevated
eastern side of the station adjacent the lower A523 Silk Road, map ref SJ 92008 73638. This box was
came into use in March 1965 after the new station was built in 1961 on the site of Macclesfield
Central. For a time the original signal box was retained on the western side of the station opposite the
new box but was demolished shortly after. Photo below by Lawrence McCormick on the 30th October
2013 looking east.
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PRESERVATION GALAS
Great Central Railway (GCR) Winter Steam Gala by Colin James:
The GCR held its Winter Steam Gala on Friday 25th – Sunday 27th January 2019. I visited on the
Saturday, a day of some sunshine but mostly grey overcast conditions with a cold wind blowing. This
didn’t deter people, as trains and stations were very busy throughout the day. For the gala, the railway
hired in GWR 4-6-0 7802 ‘BRADLEY MANOR’ (courtesy of the Erlestoke Manor fund and the Severn
Valley Railway).
right 2-10-0 92214 on 7C20 12.30
Loughborough Central - Rothley
Brook arriving at Quorn &
Woodhouse at 12.40
This joined 8 of the railways own
locomotives, namely: Stanier Black
5 4-6-0 45305 ‘ALDERMAN A E
DRAPER’. Stanier 8F 2-8-0 48624.
Ivatt 2MT 46521. Jinty 0-6-0
47406. BR Std 5MT 2-6-0 73156.
BR Std 2MT 2-6-0 87018. BR Std
9F 92214 ‘CITY OF LEICESTER’ &
Hall 6990 ‘WITHERSLACK HALL’.
Also joining the action was the 3
car Cl.101/111 DMU combination on ‘local’ services between Loughborough & Rothley. It had been
hoped J94 0-6-0 68067 and Stanier 8F 48305 would also be available for the gala, but the J94s winter
maintenance and the 8Fs 10 year overhaul were not completed in time.
4-6-0 7802 + 4-6-0 6990 on 1A27 13.45
Loughborough Central - Leicester North
at Quorn & Woodhouse at 14.00

The Hall & Manor were paired for two double headed southbound services from Loughborough, the
lunchtime service being non-stop, and one northbound service. The 2MTs, 46521 & 78018 were also
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paired for one return double headed service, these two locos both facing north for a change. All the
other locos faced south from Loughborough.

a comparison of 2-6-0 variants with
Ivatt 2-6-0 78018 + similar BR Std 2-6-0
46521 on 2B21 13.30 Leicester North Loughborough Central at Quorn &
Woodhouse at 14.02
With the exception of the LNER Gresley buffet car, all stock on the three passenger trains was
uniformly made up of BR Mk1s of both open and corridor variants, including the recently refurbished
RU 1962 providing the ever popular Griddle Car services. Along with the passenger trains, there were
two different goods trains and the demonstration TPO Mail train, providing plenty to see for the visitors
from the tried and tested timetable.
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At Loughborough, also recently refurbished, was FO 3126, in a pseudo Pullman livery and now named
‘JESSIE’ and formed up in the Cromwell Pullman train (see above). QSA translator vehicles 975864 &
975867 were still stabled at Loughborough in case of problems with the Flex Unit trials. Both of these
converted units were stabled in the yard at Quorn & Woodhouse, 434 re-numbered as a 769 and 456
still numbered as a 319 (see CONVERTED STOCK).
0-6-0T 47406 on 2A18 12.15 Loughborough
Central - Rothley Brook at Quorn &
Woodhouse at 12.28
I couldn’t resist including this as it looks like
the Jinty has gained a chimney extension
...better draughting !!

Llangollen Railway (LLR) Winter Warmer Gala by Martin Evans:
Held over the 29-30th December 2018 I attended the LLR Winter Warmer Gala on the Saturday and
found the following Locos in traffic, Prairie 2-6-2T 5199 and former BR Std 2-6-4T 80072. In addition
resident Cl.104 DMU 50454 + 50528 were also in traffic. 80072s boiler certificate runs out in the New
Year and unless it receives an extension it will be taken out of service for eventual overhaul. Services
during the Gala were only running to Carrog as work continues on the new terminus at Corwen.
2-6-4T 80072 approaching Glyndyfrdwy with
the 11.00 from Llangollen,
29th December 2018 (Martin Evans)
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Gloucestershire Warwickshire Railway (GWR) ‘Christmas Cracker’ Gala
by Paul Normanton:
GWR held its 'Christmas Cracker' event over the 29-30th December 2018 and I attended on Sunday
the second day. There were three sets running the full length of the line from Cheltenham Racecourse
to Broadway, each were top and tailed. Steam heating was provided on each rake by either GWR 4-60 7903 ‘FORREMARKE HALL’ or Bulleid MN 4-6-2 35006 ‘PENINSULAR & ORIENTAL S.N.Co’.
Diesels 20137 and 45149 provided power at the other ends and the third set was top and tailed with
37215 and D6948. The event was very well attended with most trains fairly full, as was the Flag and
Whistle cafeteria at Toddington. The weather was dry and quite pleasant which made a nice change
from the snow and ice that existed at this event 12 months ago. The sheds were open to visitors via
guided escorted tours at intervals during the day, although the majority of the stock on site was visible
outside, particularly the diesels. The orange liveried former French Cl.20 2001 (20035) was very
cannibalised since this time last year(see below), with little more than a shell remaining now. The
catering was quite basic with not much choice to be honest, and fairly pricey for the end result, but this
didn't detract from a very enjoyable day out. It always surprises me how much stock this railway
actually has on site so always worth a visit.

above recent arrival from NNR, Cl.04 2280 with lookalike 11230 [7860 DC2574] Drewry 0-6-0DM
making an interesting shunter comparison between BR and industrial designs,
below 2001, Toddington, GWR, 30th December 2018 (Paul Normanton)

FRANCHISE / NETWORK NEWS
RMT has finally suspended strike action on Northern.
The Thameslink franchise is not to be removed from Govia following the May 2018 timetable debacle
but DfT has fined the company £15 million.
The two parliamentary trains operated by CR to maintain its access into Paddington has ceased
running, the 10.57 South Ruislip – Paddington and 11.35 Paddington – High Wycombe. 165038
worked the final northbound service on the 7th December 2018. This has allowed the single line
between Old Oak Common West Jnct and Park Royal to be closed at the same time whilst HS2
tunnels beneath it.
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Ex-GWR HSTs began running on the Aberdeen – Inverness line on the 9th December with 1A52 12.33
Inverness – Aberdeen having the honour (and I missed it, ed!!!) with the first 1A52 12.33 Inverness –
Aberdeen seen at Nairn by Alan
Jones comprising 43036 + 42206
+ 42208 + 44011 + 43143 (rear)
(see right). Both power cars were
in Inter7City livery with stock in
ex-FGW ‘dynamic lights’ blue. In
order to meet their promise of
entry into service, ‘classic’ sets
have been introduced with mostly
un-refurbished
Mk3
coaches
without toilet retention tanks with
stock in a mixture of ex-GWR and
new ScotRail liveries. However

follow up services have been
poor and subsequent weekend
services, the only daylight
service at the moment did not
materialise with both the
services on the following
weekend operated by 158725
+ 170432. Several further trips
since have resulted in only one
HST operated service on a
Sunday that I am aware of with
DMU substitutions requiring
ScotRail to apologise on the
display screens that there are
less coaches than advertised !! The hoped for shot in the snow and glorious sun on the 3rd February,
which would have made the front cover, did not happen as again it failed to materialise with 170425
turning up still carrying Halloween branding...Ride the Ghost Train...yes that would be an HST !!!

above & here the only
set I have so far seen but at
least it carried all three liveries,
43026 (new Inter7City) + 41146 +
42300 + 42299 + 44040 (GWR green) +
43136 (ex-GWR blue) Huntly,
(arr 13.51 & dep 13.54) 6th January 2019
With the closure of the Cairngorm Mountain Railway in October 2018 due to structural defects, the
Company running it ceased operating in November 2018 and been replaced by a subsidiary of the
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Scottish Governments agency, Highland & Islands Enterprise (HISE). Hampered by bad weather a
report on the condition of the railway is required as it is a vital part of the area’s economy.
The closure of OOC and Landore for servicing HSTs means the remaining 13 GWR diagrams
remaining for full length HSTs cannot finish in London or Swansea. These diagrams are themselves to
finish from the May timetable.
With new Cl.710 EMUs not yet available to cover Gospel Oak – Barking services three Cl.378s are
being shortened to 4 cars to cover, the first being 378232 which started operating alongside the Cl.172
DMUs, the first of which has already been transferred to WMT with another two due to go soon. If the
Cl710s do not materialise after March when the remaining DMUs are transferred away the service
frequency may have to be altered.
All 5 Cross Country HST sets and spare coaches are now based at Laira which has taken over
servicing from Craigentinny.
In order to prove to the logistics industry that operating high speed intercity services can be feasible
and remove lorries from congested roads and re-establish an express parcel service to tackle the rise
in online sales, ROG is to acquire two Flex Cl.769s to use as demonstrators...deja vu anyone !! Initially
to be delivered as bi-mode they will most likely be converted to tri-mode once the DC third rail design
has been perfected.
Northern ended the use of Cl.37 haulage on Cumbrian coast services on the 28th December 2018
though a special ran on the 11th January 2019 from Carlisle to Carnforth and return.

An ex-GWR HST set with power cars
43165 + 43190 and trailers 41018 +
40718 + 42024 + 42026 + 44034 has
been hired by Hull Trains and is seen
above on the 29th January 2019 passing
Wellingborough at 12.25 on 5E19
Reading TMD - Hull Botanic Gardens
(Colin Pottle).
right 43190 t&t 43165 on a training run
from Hull waiting at Peterborough
before the return run (13.17)
9th February 2019 (Stan Bown)
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OUT & ABOUT
by James Holloway
For clarity, steam locos are now shown in red. To be more helpful for those interested in where stock
was exactly, can I ask all contributors who list trip sightings over long distances, to please add all
locations when submitting to James. Please also ensure your sightings reach James a few days
before the press deadline, see SOCIETY NOTICE BOARD…ed
Paul Tisserant:
6th December: Digby & Sowton 12.35-12.44: 150233
Exeter Central 12.52: 150234
Exeter St David’s & Depot 12.56-15.16: 43005/09/16/40
43069/93, 43174/85, 43301/03/04/78, 66137, 66200
143612/17-20, 150125, 150202/33/34/39/48, 153325/29
153361, 159008/14/22, 159108, 220007/13/14, 221130
800314, 802008/13, 802101
11th December: Digby & Sowton 12.30-12.48: 143617
143620, 150246
Exeter St David’s & Depot 13.00-15.16: 43009/20/63/70
43156/74/94, 43207/85, 43304/21, 66174, 143611/12
143617-20, 150126, 150232/33/43/44/46, 153323/25/29
153361, 158884, 159010/13/16, 159108, 220004/10/11/21
800009/17, 802005/11, 802101
17th January: Digby & Sowton 12.18-12.21: 143612/20
Exeter Central 12.28: 159008/21
Exeter St David’s & Depot 12.30-14.58: 43017/22/25/63
43171/74/88/91/93/97, 43301/78, 143603/11/12/17-21
150202/16/32/44/47/48, 153329/33/61/69, 158885
158959, 159005/14/16/18, 159104, 220020/26/27, 221137
221138, 800309/19, 802001/21
Stephen Wilkins:
6th December: Nuneaton 12.00-18.00: 66005/15, 66111
66114/17/67, 66502/06/16/25/42/62/68, 66709/44/48/60
66768, 70003, 88001, 90019/28/36/41/43/46/47, 92015/43
350104/05/10/13/14/17/26, 350368/77, DR73806/910
DR80208
Geoff Hope:
8th November: Manchester Victoria 12.00-13.30: 66174
66766, 142014/23/28/35/42/48, 150108/11/15/19/21/23/27
150149, 150205/06/09/28/71, 153304/15/16/52/59/77/78
156461, 158752, 185107-10/13/25/26/33/42/43/47
DR98904/64
13th November: Manchester Piccadilly 11.45-13.30:
142011/39-41/49/54/68, 150108/12/14/19/21/28/29/32/36
150144, 150206/18/22/25/74, 156420/23/25/41/43/44/48
156460/68/89, 158773/87/88, 158817/54, 175006/08
175104/05/13, 185101/03/09/13/15/25/26/30/36/37/47/51
220005/23/31, 221119, 319363/65/68/70/71/77/81/85
323223/27/30/31/34/39, 350401, 390045, 390104/07/27
390131/38
15th November: Manchester Victoria 11.40-13.15:
142015/28/29/39/44/56/58/66/87, 150102/10/13/28/29/39
150201/04/06/09/68/70/76, 153331/51/59, 156424/59
158758, 158844, 185105/07/15/24/25/30/34/41/46
DR98904/12/54/62

4th December: Manchester Piccadilly 10.30-13.20:
142023/24/28/33/40/43-45/52/54/60/62, 150103/04/11/12
150116/28/29/31/34/42/44/49, 150203/14/70/73/74/76
156403/10/25/29/41/43/44/55/60/61/64/68/80/88, 158770
158773/97, 158826/31/46/52/58/63/64/89, 175102/03/07
175109/16, 185104/08/09/12/13/19/20/22/29/31/34/37-39
185142/45/50/51, 220004/09/31, 221121/28/41, 319361
319363/64/66/69/70/74/75/77/78/80/81, 323224/29-32/36
323239, 350404/08/09, 390006/45, 390103/12/27/29/32
390141/52/57
6th December: Manchester Piccadilly 10.15-12.20:
142001/05/12-15/19/35/43/45/54/56/61/92/93, 150111/12
150114-16/18/21/40-42/50, 150203/04/09/14/18/23/26/68
150270/73, 153305/28/60/70, 156472/89, 158756/58/97
158905, 185101/03/05/11/13/15/17/24/26/28/32/41/48
DR98912/62
11th December: Manchester Piccadilly 10.15-13.15:
68032, 142009/17/22/28/31/34/38/48/61/62/78, 150102
150103/10/14/18/29/31/35/46/49, 150206/15/22/24/25/40
150269, 156420/23-25/28/41/51/64/66/68/72/86/89
158773/74/77/84/85/88, 158812/46/47/57/63, 175004/10
175104/10/13, 185103-06/08/11/13/15/16/18/20/22/24/27
185138/41, 220006/07/12/16, 221126/35, 319363/64/66
319370/71/76/81/82/85, 319446, 323226/28/31/32/35/37
323238, 350405/07/10, 390001/45, 390104/15/27/36/41
390156, cs 11509, 12725-27, 12809
Manchester Victoria 13.30-15.10: 66558, 142005/29/34
142037/43/49-51/55/61, 150113/18/23/24/30/46
150203-05/10/11/23-25/68/76/77, 153360/70/77/80
156428/40/55, 158752/59, 185102/03/07/14/17/21-23/25
185126/30/33/49
12th December: Crewe 10.45: 345002
St Pancras 12.25: 373205/06/19/20, 374005-08/15/16
700031
Hornsey-Alexandra Palace 12.35-14.40: 43305/06
66722/60, 90003, 313018/24/25/27/29-33/35-38/40-42
313045-47/50-55/58/60-64, 313123, 365523/36/40
387108/11/12/17-19/23/26/28, 700042/43/45/48/57/59
700110/40, 717001/02/04/06/07/09/10/14/15/21
800109, DVT 82132
Paddington 15.10-19.00: 43002/04/09/17/22/24/27/29
43153/56/74/87/88/94/96/97, 165109/11/28, 332002/03/06
332008-10, 345007/16, 360201/02/05, 387131/33/34/41
387147/50/51/61/68/72, 800001/05-11/13-17/21-27/30/31
800302-04/06/08-11/13-15/17/19, 802005-07/10/12/15/18
13th December: Manchester Piccadilly 10.45-12.45:
66709, 70003, 142004/12/22/28/35/37/42/46/53/78
150103/06/08/10/11/18/20/22/32/40-42/46, 150205/14/25
150268, 156425/28/40/41/51/59/66/68/71/72, 158770/74
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158777/84/99, 158810/52/54/56/89, 175003, 175104/05
175113/15, 185104/05/08/13/14/20/24/26/28/29/31/40/44
185146, 220022/23/26, 221126/35, 319361/62/66/68-71
319374/75, 319446, 323224/26/31-33/35/38, 350404/09
350410, 390016/40, 390104/28/34/35/53
Paul Rosser:
11th December: Woodley: 66571
18th December: Woodley: 66572
Steve Lord:
21st January: Preston 09.45: 158757, 158868, 319375
319385, DR73910
Blackpool North 10.15: 195107/09, 319381, 390008
23rd January: Blackpool North 09.00: 142038, 319371
Preston 09.30: 142042, 156452/55, 158753, 319366/69
Paul Normanton:
12th December: Westbury: 66034, 70804/09/15
Eastleigh: 59003, 66023/169/712/849, 70002/10//015
7002/810

70002 (15.54)
Bradley Marshall:
4th December: Yeovil Jnct: 159006/17, 159103
Axminster: 159006
Pinhoe: 159005/20
Exeter Central: 143611/19/21, 150248, 153361, 159010
7th December: Yeovil Pen Mill: 150126, 150232, 165134
166211
11th December: Yeovil Jnct 09.30-13.40: 44871
158881/84, 159002/05/06/08-10/13/16/17/22, 159108
cs 3136, 4984, 13320, 99035, 99122/304/311/350/351
99712
16th December: Bescot: 66037
17th December: Crianlarich: 66737
18th December: Oban: 156457
19th December: Stirling: 170417/51, 385109
8th January: Yeovil Jnct 09.30-11.40: 158888
159001/04/06-08/13/14/16, 159102
9th January: Westbury 08.00-16.00: 43002/53/88, 43159
43160/85/91/93, 59003/04, 59103, 59206, 66107/34/74/99
66207, 70807/15, 150202/21/43, 158798, 158953/55/56

158959-61, 159002/18/19, 165118/31/34/37, 166202/10
166212/13/16/18/20
15th January: Yeovil Jnct 09.30-12.40: 158880/84
159006-09/14-16/19, 159104/06
25th January: Yeovil Pen Mill: 165127/34, 166217
29th January: Yeovil Jnct 12.40-13.40: 66015
158882, 159004/07/22, 159107
30th January: Taunton 09.30-13.00: 43022-24/78/86/88
43154/62/74/97, 43321/57, 150002, 150233/46, 158763
166204/18, 220001/03/05/12/23/24, 221124/31/36
800308/09, 802008/15/21, DR73113, DR73907/08
Alan Jones:
9th December: Nairn 12.50: 43036, 43143. 170414
10th December: Elgin 07.50-09.55: 43003, 43148
158703/10/25, 170433
Roy Bridge 11.45: 156450
11th December: Inverness 12.00: 08523, 43026, 43127
43136, 66422, 67007, 158708/35, cs 6708, 9804, 10502
10523/43/44, 10666, 10703
18th December: Roy Bridge 11.45: 156500
21st December: Elgin 09.45-11.50: 158705/13/14/17
170407/08
23rd December: Elgin 13.30: 43085, 43147
26th December: Inverness 11.15: 43136/47, 43257
43320, 158730/34, 170419
9th January: Inverness 12.00: 43033, 43125, 66430
158701/14/15/20
21st January: Carlisle Kingmoor 11.30: 37401, 37602
66304/05, 66430, 68001/02/05, 88006/10, cs 9428, 9506
9508 with 88008 passing
Toton 14.30: 60001/03-05/08/14/18/19/23/25/31-36/43/48
60050/58-60/67/68/74/75/78/79/81/83/85/86/88/99, 66039
66047/67/70, 66111/14/38/45/54/98, 67003/19 and
passing 66545, 66706/53
22nd January: Stroud 11.10: 43070, 43188, 800308
Swindon: 166218, 800017, DR73113, 73910/13/19/21/22
Didcot 12.00-12.30: 43153/61, 66025, 165123, 221126
387161/65/71, 800004/05/14, 800206/07, 800317
Didcot Railway Centre: 5227, 5572, 7822 Foxcote Manor
Cholsey: 387133/66
Reading Depot: 08836, 57604, 165117, 387132/43/47/49
387150/54/62
Reading 12.50-16.00: 43004/09/20/23/24/29/71, 43122
43153/54/56/61/87/91/93/97, 57605, 59001, 59101
165102-04/06-11/17, 166201, 220006/07/12/23/25
221131/44, 345029/34, 387131/35/36/38/39/41/42/44/46
387148/52/55/56/58/60/61/67/71, 450001/23/39, 450102
450564/70, 458505/07/12/14/18/33/35, 800003/07/16
800018-21/23/24/29-32/35/36, 800209, 800301/02/04/06
800310/14/15/20/21
Stan Bown:
10th December: Doncaster Decoy: 66018/24, 66118/28
66525, 66746/64/89
Doncaster Station: 43021/61/75, 43152, 43238/39/51/72
43277/95/96, 43300/02/05-09/11/13/19/67, 66107, 66421
66708/11/24/49/58/63/87, 67028, 88006, 91102/04-08
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91110-12/16/17/19/21/25-28/30/32, 142023/25/58/96
144002/03/10, 150112/50, 153379, 158791, 158844/70
158908/09, 180102-04/06/10/13/14, 185104/12/18/27/28
185135/38/44, 220007/15/19/20/30/32, 221134/40/41
800109/11, 800321, 801101
29th December: Peterborough: 43061/75, 43206/08/57
43277/90/95/99, 43300/02/05/06/08/09/14-17/19/20/67
66069, 66519/26/28/62/67-69/71, 66728/47/48/65/71/74
66776/78, 90019/29, 91101/03/08-10/15/17-19/21/22
91124-26/30/31, 153374, 158773/83/99, 158810/54/56/57
158863/65, 170101/02/08/10/17, 170270/73, 170398
170519/20, 170638, 180101-03/05/06/10/11/14, 365502
365508/11/12/16/22/38-40, 387102/06/08/14/15/18/20/23
387124/29, 700045/50/52
Sean Davies:
1st December: Worcester Shrub Hill: 170510/11, 170630
172219, 800302/03
Oxford: 800029
Reading: 800030
Slough: 165106
Hayes & Harlington: 66003, 387150
Acton: 66161/71
North Pole Depot: 800012/17/18/22/23, 802018, 802104
Paddington: 43194, 332003/07/09, 360201, 387142/58
800303/13
Ealing Broadway: 360205, 800029
West Ealing: 165128, 345007, 800305
Shepherds Bush: 378210
Willesden: 378220/30/55, 710262/67
Wembley Central: 390131
Wembley Yard: 08696, 92023
Euston: 350129, 350238, 378206, 390011/49, 390107/15
390118/23
St Pancras: 374011/26, 395002/20/26/29, 700010/55
Cricklewood: 700016, 700127/31/54, 717002/09/14/15
West Hampstead Terminus: 43055/60, 67023/27
222003/10/15/19, 222101/03, 700001/05/09/21/35/41/51
700056/58/60, 700101/02/15/46
King’s Cross: 43295/99, 91101/07/10
Stratford: 66713/32, 90004/05/10/13, 315806/13/16/23
315829/53/59, 321302/03/05/07/08/12/15/19/20/26/27/37
321340/43/49/50/57/59/65/66, 321408-10/19/21/24/28/29
321431/33/37-39/42/43/45/46, 345002/05/06/08/11/12/15
345017, 357023/24/30/32/40, 360102/03/12/14/18/21
378226
5th January: Worcester Shrub Hill: 170516, 172212
172337, 800311
Birmingham New St: 170103, 221138
Wolverhampton: 323219
Crewe: 57307, 150213, 153326/82, 175010, 175116
221105, 323235, 350115/23, 350231/33/45, 350375/77
390005/08/11/20, 390115/28/41
Crewe Gresty Bridge: 66305, 66422, 68001/19/26
Basford Hall: 66703
Stafford: 66035, 66566, 90016/46, 220012/20/23, 221105
221111/13/32/34/36/40/42, 350112/29, 350231/33
350368/73/74/77, 390001/02/06/08/09/16/42/46/50

390115/18/19/23/36/41/51/55
Rugeley T.V. 170509
Lichfield T.V. 350370
Nuneaton: 66305, 66516/34/66/72/97, 66728/39/61
68009, 153365/66, 170107/18, 170637, 350123, 350370
390121/23/48, DR73948
9th January: Worcester Shrub Hill: 43153, 800304
Oxford: 168001
Hinksey Yard: 66554
Reading: 387168
Paddington: 43188/92, 57602/05, 165112, 800026
800315, 802009/14/17
Cannon St: 375706, 375902/05/11/13, 376006/09/23/24
376027/35, 465014/31/43/49, 465182/89, 466007
London Bridge: 376004/05/10/16/19/20/26, 465027
466043, 700111/29
New Cross: 375701, 375918, 466022
St John’s: 375630, 375704/11/19, 375802, 375909
376013/14, 465163/78, 465902/25/32, 466001/15/18/27
Lewisham: 375912
Ladywell: 465022, 465168/80
Elmers End: 376031
Edens Park: 376034
Beckenham Jnct: 455812/26, 465011/25, 465185
465247
Shortlands: 465020, 465175, 700037
Crofton Park: 700051
Nunstead: 700025
Elephant & Castle: 700001/19
Blackfriars: 377503, 700010/33/37/40/60, 700103/15/25
700126
St Pancras: 700013
Kentish Town: 700021/55, 700141
West Hampstead Thameslink: 56103, 66075, 222013
700005/07/29/41, 700121/50
Cricklewood: 43047, 66717, 222002/04/23, 700009/18
700022/31/43/44/46/49/53, 700114/46, 717002/04/09/15
King’s Cross: 43311/20, 387122
Liverpool St: 90001/13/15, 315805/10/24/43, 317513
317664/72, 317732, 317837, 321326/32/55, 321410/47
345003, 379018-20
Bethnal Green: 315803, 379020
Cambridge Heath: 315801
London Fields: 315816, 317710
Tottenham Hale: 317338, 317512
Cheshunt: 315808, 317338/44, 317502/04/08-10/12
317649-52/56/62/71/72, 317886, 379002/05/17/20/25/28
Edmonton Green: 315805
Rectory Rd: 315806
Moorgate: 313032/36/53
Finsbury Park: 90029, 313046/50/52/54/64, 365504
387112/27, 700004
Hornsey: 30354, 365504/12/14, 700011/15/45, 717001
Hackney Downs:315803
Stratford: 357023
22nd January: Worcester Shrub Hill: 172211/20, 800014
Oxford: 165107, 168001
Hinksey Yard: 66562, 66846
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Reading: 08836, 57604, 387137/46/62/72, 800303
Maidenhead: 387141/71
Ealing Broadway: 66103, 387157
Acton: 66001
Ian McAlpine:
30th November: Peterborough:
91127, 700155, DVT 82230
King’s Cross: 387113
Paddington: 332002/08, 800009/13
Royal Oak: 800012
Acton Yard: 66056/87, 66171, 66507
Southall: 387131
Hayes & Harlington: 66144, 387148,
800219
22nd December: Heathrow T2: 332006
Paddington: 800314
King’s Cross: 43299, 43309
Peterborough: 700034
24th December: Peterborough:
20096, 20107, 20311, 66719/52/54/68
66774/78, 91114, 387113/15, 700154
DVT 82207
Doncaster: 43031, 56078/87/94,
66118, 66303, 66432
Leeds: 185149
Mirfield: 170474
Stalybridge: 150123/36
Manchester Victoria: 150147, 153380
trams 3018/36
Wavertree Technical Park: 66751
Liverpool Lime St: 508117
28th December: Liverpool Lime St:
150117/27, 390137
Edge Hill: 60026, 66767
Crewe: 66709, 92043, 175007/113
390039
Stafford: 66556
Rugby: 57308
South Kenton: 378257
Wembley: 56303
St Pancras: 374003/06/19

Paddington: 43017, 43193, 387166, 800303/04, 802017
802018
23rd January: Worcester Shrub Hill: 43017/63, 50007
66037, 800004

Euston: 390130
31st December: Liverpool Lime St:
185103, 319372, 323230, 390136
Edge Hill: 60026, 66726
Miles Platting Jnct: 09009
Huddersfield: 170475
Neville Hill: 08525, 08690
York: 20302/03, 66724/64, 170454
Peterborough: 66705/12
4th January: Peterborough: 43048/54,
66007, 66150, 700103/18, DR75402
Doncaster: 43031, 43152, 66031,
66421, 66572
Leeds: 150205, 185106
Stalybridge: 150146, 150223
Manchester Victoria: 150277
tram 3059
Liverpool Lime St: 507029
6th January: Liverpool Lime St:
185151
Leeds: 91119, DVT 82208
Peterborough: 66100
11th January: Peterborough:
43061/75, 66735/88, 70015, 90029
80103/07, 700145/53, DR75402
Doncaster: 43031, 43152, 56096
66133/421/516/590/766, DR77801
Leeds: 170477, 185141
Mirfield: 66618, 150149
Miles Platting Jnct: 09009
Manchester Victoria: 319379
Wavertree Technical Park: 66726
Liverpool Lime St: 331001, 508138
13th January: Liverpool Lime St:
185119
Leeds: 91125
Peterborough: 66100, DR75402

18th January: Peterborough:
43061/75, 66006, 66725/27/35/54
700109/55, DR77801
Doncaster: 37038, 66152, 66421/542
Leeds: 170476, 185117/20
Mirfield: 66602
Huddersfield: 150127
Miles Platting Jnct: 09009
Manchester Victoria: 319381
tram 3034
Edge Hill: DR73914/25
Liverpool Lime St: 508137
20th January: Liverpool Lime St:
185141
York: 91120, 170457/76, DVT 82230
Peterborough: 66006, DR77801
25th January: Peterborough: 66432,
158773, 180102, 700130/33/43
DR74002
Ely: 70015, 170272, 387102-04/23
Norwich: 170205
26th January: Peterborough: 66599
387104/13
Huntingdon: TMV 928001
Sandy: 66570
Biggleswade: 66006, 387101/12
Welwyn Garden City: 66571, 700034
King’s Cross: 90036, 700045/52
Seven Sisters: 315806
Derek Everson:
17th December:
Eastleigh 08.15-13.45: 59003/101
66020/056/077/086/089/169/199/413
66415/507/510/517/519/567/591/592
66604/613/616/620/744/773/848/951
70805/09/10

70006 + 66598 Basingstoke (12.50)
5th December 2019 (Derek Everson)
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ECML DIVERSIONS
Due to weekend engineering works taking place on the ECML between Hitchin and Peterborough,
LNER, Grand Central and Hull Trains services were diverted via March, Ely and Cambridge at the end
of December 2018 and into January 2019. This involved ‘drags’ of electric services by Cl.67s, leading
to some colourful combinations. The 13th January 2019 was the final day of current ECML diversions.
left 43206 t&t 43208
on 1S22 King’s Cross Edinburgh, passing
Cambridge (14.47)
5th December 2018
below LNER 43061 t&t
43075 on 1S18 King’s
Cross – Edinburgh
passing March East
Jnct signal box (13.13)
6th January 2019

below Grand Central 180104 on 1A81
Halifax - King's Cross passing Waterbeach
(10.39) 13th January 2019

67003 + LNER 91111 t&t DVT 82217
on 1S13 King's Cross – Edinburgh
passing Ely (11.07) 6th January 2019
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67028 + Flying Scotsman
liveried LNER DVT 82205 t&t 91101
on 5E02 Peterborough - Ferme Park,
March West Jnct (12.10) 12th January 2019

left 67005 + LNER 82209 t&t
91106 on 1A18 Leeds - King’s
Cross passing Ely (11.18)
6th January 2019

right Hull Trains 180111 on
1A82 Hull - King's Cross passing
Cambridge (11.41)
13th January 2019
below 67004 + LNER 91132 t&t
82231 on 1A25 Leeds - King's
Cross passing Foxton (13.47)
13th January 2019
(all photos by Toby Radziszewski)
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SHUNTER SPOT

Two preserved shunters not illustrated before, on the Dartmouth Steam Railway (DSR) which is a
almost wholly commercial tourist railway ferrying visitors between Paignton and Kingswear with
onward boat trips on the River Dart, hence why a lot of its stock has received names. The DSR is
unique in having a Cl.03 & a Cl.08 that never received TOPS numbers.
above D3014 ‘SAMSON’ (wd from BR service in 1972) Paignton, below D2192 ‘TITAN’ (wd from BR in
1969) Churston, both 6th October 2018 (Paul Normanton)
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CASCADED STOCK
With existing stock now either moving from one franchise to another or being used on different routes
this will show the various new photo opportunities
left the last of ex-GWR Cl.150s to
transfer north,
150125 + 150126 on 5N31 Bristol
- Newton Heath, Stockport (13.09)
2nd January 2019
(Harold Hull)

ex-ScotRail DMUs now operating for
Northern
right 158782 11th January 2019
below 158870 19th September 2018
both Barnsley (Malcolm Clements)

below 170457 + 170453 +
43152 all in ScotRail livery, no
not somewhere in Scotland,
but Doncaster
26th January 2019
(Andrew Turnidge)
the Cl.43 is at Wabtec whilst
the Cl.170s have transferred
to Northern
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no longer just on routes out of
Paddington Cl.165/166s can be seen far
and wide across the GWR area
left 165137 + 166210 1F16 Portsmouth
Harbour - Cardiff Central, Northam Jnct
(12.05) 15th January 2019 (Chris Addoo)
below 165132 + 165119 IF16
Portsmouth Harbour - Cardiff Central,
Fratton (11.36) 24th January 2019
(Chris Addoo)

PHOTO SPOT:
MAINLINE
STEAM
left Stanier Black 5 4-6-0
45231 ‘THE SHERWOOD
FORESTER’ approaches
Chester on a test run from
Locomotive Services, Crewe
before turning on the triangle
it was expected to make two
test runs but the first one was
cancelled due to ash pan
problems
5th February 2019
(Martin Evans)
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LIGHT RAIL, METRO & UNDERGROUND NEWS
Blackpool & Fleetwood Tramway: The ongoing work to extend track to North Road Station
can be seen in the photo right taken on the 24th November 2018 by Steve Lord showing the Talbot
Road junction with the seafront taking
shape. Further down Talbot Road the
tracks are now laid and the road resurfaced.

South Yorkshire Supertram:

On the 30th November 2018 another
Tram-train 399202 was in a collision
with a car at the same junction that
399204 was severely damaged on
the first day of in service, resulting in
a hybrid of the 2 Tram-trains. To run
a full service on the Parkgate route of
which 2 out of the 4 dedicated trams
have been damaged, 399206 has
been fitted with tram-train bogies.

West Midlands Metro: Direct
access between rail and tram, lost
when the network was extended
through Snow Hill Station, is to be
returned. An arch under the station
will be re-opened to give access to the St Chads stop frustratingly alongside the station but not
accessible without leaving the station and using flights of steps. Work should be completed by the end
of 2019.
There are now 7 trams fitted with additional batteries, 18/21/28/31/35/36/37 and 31 has recently been
named ‘Cyrille Regis MBE 1958-2018’ on both sides of each cab section (see p59 in the Jul / Aug
issue for full shot of the tram)
below name and silhouette on TWM 31
Corporation Street, Birmingham, 22nd
December 2018 (James Holloway)
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Manchester Metrolink (MM) by Geoff Hope:
December 2018 / January 2019: It was noted at the end of November that further work was taking
place at Crumpsall tram stop in preparation for the turn back facility for the Trafford Park service due
to start in 2020. With effect from Monday 28th January the Media City service was extended to Ashton
giving a six minute headway.
On the 4th December tram 3033 needed rocking at Brooklands tram stop on the Altrincham line due to
the gap between tram and platform being so close the driver was unable to close the doors. This
situation I believe has only happened once before. On Thursday 6th and Tuesday 11th December
respectively cars finished up on the tracks of the Airport line. November saw the highest ever
passenger figs since Metrolink first opened 26 years ago, at 3,972,807. Work will commence during
2019 on the refurbishment of Cornbrook Interchange with improved protection from the wind once the
canopy extension has been completed. On the 27th January the Oldham line celebrated its 5 year
anniversary with more frequent services on the Oldham/Rochdale line totalling 6.1 million journeys in
2018 compared to 1.2 million in the last days of heavy rail known as the Oldham Loop.
On the 19th December tram 3010 suffered damage to its pantograph at Shudehill. Power was isolated
for the tram to be recovered and returned to Queens Road Depot. On the 17th January services were
suspended due to overhead line problems on the Eccles line close to Harbour City when a pantograph
falling from the roof of 3103 smashed a door window in the process. On the 25th January at 23.30 an
Eccles service hit a trespasser walking along the track between Pomona and Cornbrook tram stops,
suffering serious injuries.
During a ten day period in December 2017 thieves attacked 25 ticket machines stealing £13k and
causing £126k damage smashing the glass then cutting into the machines using an angle grinder to
obtain the cash. Three men received jail sentences totalling ten years for their part in the robbery in
January 2019. On the 12th January police arrested a knifeman after a brief struggle on a tram at
Altrincham Interchange. Another bye law is to be introduced in early 2019 to stop feet on seats…I
must admit I find this ignorant behaviour annoying, ed.
Trams 3007/3014/3040/3088 & 3114 are back to their usual liveries.3072 is the first tram in 2019 to
receive an advert for ‘Totaljobs’ as seen below by Stan Bown on the 3rd February 2019 in St Peter’s
Square.
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Observations at Cornbrook, Thursday 31st January 10.00-12.20: (103 trams in service)
Altrincham - Bury: 3005+3034, 3006+3016, 3007+3013, 3008+, 3014+3044, 3017+3024,
3018+3023, 3021+3022, 3026+3054, 3029+3036, 3053+3056
Altrincham - Piccadilly: 3019, 3027+3057, 3031+3043, 3037, 3042, 3049, 3060
East Didsbury – Shaw / Rochdale: 3011, 3015, 3030, 3035, 3048, 3050, 3055, 3061, 3062+3102,
3065+3117, 3067, 3070, 3073, 3079, 3080, 3086, 3087, 3090+3097, 3099, 3104, 3107+3119, 3108,
3113, 3114, 3116, 3118
Eccles - Ashton: 3020, 3046, 3064, 3069, 3071, 3077, 3083, 3085, 3089, 3093, 3096, 3101, 3106
Media City - Ashton: 3002, 3009, 3072, 3076, 3095, 3098, 3100, 3109, 3112
Airport - Victoria: 3063, 3068, 3075, 3084, 3088, 3091, 3094, 3105, 3110, 3115, 3120
Old Trafford Depot 12.25: 1020/1023, 2001, 3004, 3012, 3059
Queens Road Depot 13.00-13.20: 3028, 3081, 3103, 3111
Victoria 13.25-14.35 Bury-Piccadilly: 3025, 3032+3051, 3033, 3039, 3040+3041, 3052, 3058
Not Seen: 3001, 3003, 3010, 3038, 3045, 3066, 3074, 3078, 3082, 3092

London Underground: Additional info has come to light about the Schöma Battery Electric
locos. Nos 2, 5, 6 and 10 are stored at Highgate Sidings on the Northern Line with 4, 7, 8, 11, 13 and
14 stored at Ruislip Depot. Previously all thought to have been converted to battery operation, 1, 3, 9
& 12 are still diesel powered.

PRESERVATION PHOTO SPOT: STEAM

above 4-6-0 7821 ‘DITCHEAT MANOR’ the new resident of Swindon Outlet Village
28th December 2018 (Keith Blackman)
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RAILWAY GLOBETROTTERS
The Story of 2017 by Ray Smith – Part 7:
Germany, Switzerland & Austria: 16th May: From Innsbruck, the next destination was
Munich. Changing at Kufstein, where a few freight locomotives can be seen. Once at Munich, a quick
check in at our hotel then back to the station to catch a train to Mühldorf.

above private operator ALEX
183002,
Munich, 16th May 2017
left 245012 ready to haul us to
Mühldorf,
Munich, 16th May 2017
below view of Mühldorfs Yard
where 247044, 247048 and
247025 are seen with 363711
bottom left and another
unidentified 363 in the
background, 16th May 2017
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Mühldorf shed, on previous visits, would not allow us to go round. However, there is a footbridge that
goes from the station, across the yard, with everything in front of the shed visible, so not much was
missed. Mühldorf is home to over 20 Cl.66s. Some are numbered as 247s and later additions are
07700x (see explanation for the numbering system with 247055 at Cottbus works on 10th April 2017).
On arrival we had around 20 minutes before the next departure back to Munich. Enough time to see
what was there. Another interesting fact is the station is almost empty at times yet as a changing
location, hourly, all the platforms fill up as trains (mainly Cl.628 units) all arrive around the same time,
allowing transfers of passengers then all go off again until the next hour!
Returning to Munich for the evening rush hour we went one stop out on the S-Bahn to Hackerbruke.
Munich main station is very wide and the S-Bahn goes underneath. The S-Bahn surfaces at
Hackerbruke so everything that comes and
goes into the station can be seen there.
right ‘Rabbits’ 218435 + 218326 which are
breeding like their nickname as the class is in
decline, Ulm, 17th May 2017
17th May: Today we went to Ulm via
Augsburg. Ulm is a good station with local
and mainline trains passing through. Freights
also come through the station. Outside the
station is a stop for the small tram system
there. One of Ulms claims to fame is that its
Cathedral has the tallest spire in Germany.
After a couple of hours there we went to Augsburg
for a different assortment of local trains. A few
freight locomotives sometimes can be stabled
there. We then went back to Munich where as the
weather was cool we spent a short time on the
underground station (U-Bahn) where well over 100
units were seen before surfacing. The weather
had changed and it was warmer so outside the
station was a steak house (recommended) that
had an outdoor area where, sitting with a beer, we
could see all of the trams passing, 50 plus as with
2113 left...wonderful! Then it was back to
Hackerbruke for a second evening rush hour.
18th May: Time to move on again and this time to
Dresden. Another hotel over the road from the
station and next door to it is that wonderful
Chinese with the exceptional buffet! After station time we went on to explore the tram network. There
is not one good location to see them all. However, there are many crossroads where different lines
meet so you need to spend a bit time at all of them.

above from Munich to Dresden we had to change at Hof where oberpfalzbahn 648223 was seen,
18th May 2017
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above sporting advertising livery 101076, hauling Czech stock is arriving in Dresden, 18th May 2017
below HEX (Harz Elbe Express) 640122 stands at Halle Steintorbruke, 19th May 2017

19th May: Today’s itinerary was a visit to Halle and Leipzig. Leipzig was once a very busy terminus
then a massive infrastructure programme, lasting several years, saw a tunnel dug under the city to
avoid reversals. This engineering project is now completed and a local train comes through in each
direction, every five minutes. The main
station still handles main line and local
services. At one end there are a few
preserved locomotives. About an hour
was spent below with 34 of the Cl.1442s
seen.
right abellio 9442313 stands in one of
the terminus platforms at Leipzig Hbf,
19th May 2017

left Dresden tram, Cl.232, 2832,
19th May 2017
Continuing to Halle, more 1442s
were seen on route before
continuing out to the next S-Bahn
station, Steintorbruke. Getting to
Steintorbruke, we passed the electric depot on the left. (the new unit depot that looks after the 1442s
is well out of Halle and during the day is almost empty)! From Steintorbruke, a five to ten minute walk
on the bridge, over the newly re-laid freight yard takes us to view the locomotive outside the diesel
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(freight) depot. No point in trying to get round on weekdays, but a good chance at weekends. After
viewing, we returned to Dresden to see more trams.

‘snorkle’ 754007, obvious why
they have this nickname,
Hlavni nadrazi, 20th May 2017
20th May: Prague was our next
destination, a wonderful city with
two main stations, one of the
largest tram networks in Europe
and Metro lines. As I am was
going back there in a few weeks
on a Ffestiniog Travel tram tour,
time was spent on the largest
station, Hlavni nadrazi, which
simply translates to main station.
right Slovakian 361125,
Hlavni nadrazi, 20th May 2017

It is a busy station which is exposed to the
elements and on arrival the cold wind instantly
made me wonder if we could stick out the three
hours we had there. In the end we did. Outward
and inbound we passed Pirna. The shed, now
long demolished, was a bastion for East German
classes. The yard, beyond still had a dozen or so
private locomotives stabled there.

above green liveried snorkel’
754045,
Hlavni nadrazi, 20th May 2017
right station pilot 111023 in
desperate need of a repaint,
Hlavni nadrazi, 20th May 2017
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top left
854021 ‘Lenka’
top right Skoda
built 380011
above
unit 660110
left
departmental
unit M262 0180
all
Hlavni nadrazi,
20th May 2017
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FREIGHT MATTERS
To allow members to keep their copy UK Wagons as up to date as possible, changes are provided via
this spot every month. Please let Trevor Roots know if you have any amendments or wish pass on any
other helpful wagon information, contact details on page 2.
also see EASTLEIGH WORKS REPORT for further updates.
The many changes occurring over the past two months will all be incorporated in the new UK Wagons
2019 so get your copy ordered now and future amendments shown in TRACKS from March issue
onwards throughout 2019 will then apply to the new edition.
FREIGHT NEWS:
FL has won the contract for bulk aggregate haulage with Mendip Rail which will commence in
November 2019. This will entail the purchase of the Cl.59/0 & 59/1 fleet (8 locos). In a separate move
FL has started re-painting its new MWA box wagons in a grey with yellow solebar livery with the
revised FL logo as seen on 66413.
Maritime Intermodal (MI), a newly created division of Intermodal logistics company Maritime Transport,
is to operate four dedicated services from the ports of Felixstowe and Southampton with traction
provided by DBC. The deal also involves MI taking over the operation of the DBC container terminals
at Manchester Trafford Park and Wakefield Europort with investment in new facilities. The terminals
still remain open to all freight companies and hopefully further flows can be generated. The new East
Midland Gateway terminal due to open in autumn 2019 is also to be managed by MI under a 25 year
lease.
On the 22nd January 2019 GBRf hauled the first of a new Birch Coppice to Felixstowe intermodal flow
which will run five days a week.
The redundant oil tanks from the Holybourne to Fawley flow have been moved to Long Marston for
cleaning and scrapping.
A new loco and wagon maintenance facility for FL is to be built in Ipswich Yard replacing the current
smaller stabling facility alongside the station. Better make the most of what is there as I suspect the
new one will be less easy to view.

PHOTO SPOT: DEPOT / YARD
LEICESTER DEPOT

above left to right 50008 + 560xx, 37207 + 56106, 37503 + 3790x + 478xx,
TH 4wDH [284V] + HC 0-4-0DH [D1388] + van WGB 4306 + 37xxx, D6836 + 58016 + D5410,
37611 + 56065 + 56060 + 56077 + 56104, 47727 + 33053 + 37xxx,
24th January 2019 (Spencer Conquest)
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STOCK CHANGES
It is hoped that all major changes recorded below will help you keep the UK Combine, UK Pocket
Book, UK Locomotives and UK Name Directory up to date, (numerous pool code changes will not
be recorded). In order to compile as accurate and up to date list as possible, can members please
pass on their observations, particularly name changes and multiple unit reformations to the editor,
Trevor Roots. Where possible, photos of new nameplates will be included as and when a suitable
photo is sourced from members.
Misc. News:
6940 has been bought by Boden Rail and is
likely to return to the mainline
50017 has been offered for sale and is to be
preserved at the GCR
60004/14/18 have been bought by GBRf
172339 has lost its original WMR livery and
advertising on the centre car and now carries
the revised standard livery as do all the
Cl.172/3s
180109 has re-entered service as a four car unit
with 55909 operating with 180113 to replace fire
damaged 55913
Vivarail 230003 has been undergoing trials on
the Bedford – Bletchley line
319449 has gone to Reading to begin training
ahead of Cl.769 Flex deliveries
MK1s 24804 & 25488 have gone on a 10 year
loan to GWR from NYM

Some recently applied names in the books are
illustrated below.

above & below 820011 (Colin Pidgeon)

I have not recorded all the many recent changes
whilst compiling the new 2018 books including
several codes amended or added, so your best
source for the most up to date info is our new
books. Amended codes will be put on the
website. Additional / amended info since the cut
off date of the 28th Jan 2019 will be shown in the
March issue.

68030 (Lawrence McCormick)
Recent but not Previously Illustrated:

57601 as reported in Oct 2018

CONVERSIONS

above bi-mode 319456 yet to be re-numbered to 769456, Quorn & Woodhouse, GCR (11.35)
26th January 2019 (Colin James)
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TRANSFERS

above having been repatriated from France 92040 now resides bogieless on trestles in Brush Traction
car park,, Loughborough, 13th December 2018 and below has since been joined by rarely seen 92045,
also without bogies and 319443 the first to be converted to a tri-mode Cl.769 for GWR,
9th January 2019 (both Spencer Conquest)

above 08605 Wirksworth, EVR 6th December 2018 (Terry Lea)
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NEW STOCK
Though in the past I have attempted to individually show all new stock, with the flood of new stock
recently delivered and proposed over the next few years and less pages to work with, it is now
impractical to do so. I will continue however to show all new locos and smaller classes of units and
coaches but I will only show a representative selection of the latter types, particularly from as many
different members / different locations as possible or to illustrate a comparison. So if a particularly unit
has not been shown but you photograph it in a more ‘unusual’ location within a reasonable time of it
entering service then I will try to include it.

above 397001 + 68501 + 6340 + 6344
+ 57312 on 09.44 Holyhead Manchester Int, Heaton Chapel (15.10)
th
5 February 2019 (Harold Cooper) with
57312 + 6344 + 6340 + 68501 leading

above 717006 passing Grange Park at
12.57 on a Great Northern training run from
Gordon Hill - Moorgate,
10th January 2019 (David Berg)
right 710114 with a Cl.345 in the
background, Asfordby Test Centre (12.33)
12th December 2018 (Colin Pottle)
below 57312 t&t 37611 with 710264 on Old
Dalby - Willesden passes Wellingborough
25th January 2019 (Colin Pottle)
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345056 on Derby - Old Dalby,
Loughborough,
10th January 2019
Harold Cooper

LIVERIES
This section will endeavour to show
all new liveries / variations or those
existing ones where not carried on the
stock before. Liveries that become
‘extinct’ will also be covered. As with
names, it may take a while after the
livery application before a photo is
sourced from members. New liveries
may also be shown in other articles.

two shunters have been
painted into a new ‘Hunslet’
orange & blue livery
above 08823, below 08615
LHG, 9th January 2019
(Terry Lea)

above 68022 now in TPE livery,
Crewe, 17th December 2018
(Martin Evans)
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three more locos into DBC red
above 66107 passing Barham stone terminal on 09.39 4L45 Wakefield Europort - Felixstowe South,
11th December 2018 (Keith Partlow)
below 66094 on Luton - Mountsorrel, Leicester (15.39) 9th January 2019
(Spencer Conquest)

below 90028 'Sir William McAlpine' after naming in the NRM yard and also re-liveried into DBC
corporate red 11th January 2019 (David Rice)
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above
repainted into revised EMT
livery, 43480 ‘West Hampstead
PSB’ St Pancras International,
18th December 2018
(Terry Lea)

above 350376 with ‘Seasons Greetings’ branding,
Northampton (13.02) 8th January 2019
(Graham Stockton)
left additional branding on 43093 to commemorate
the closure of Old Oak Common HST Depot
Swindon (Colin Pidgeon)
below LNER Azuma liveried 800107 Doncaster
(11.26) 4th February 2019 (Spencer Conquest)
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ICRS SALES
For info on our range of Books and Sundries see below or visit our website. Orders
can either be:
ideally via BACS, bank details on request from editor@intercityrailwaysociety.org
online via PayPal at www.intercityrailwaysociety.org
or by post from ICRS, Mill of Botary, Cairnie, Huntly Aberdeenshire AB54 4UD
Please make cheques payable to ICRS. P&P is FREE to the UK for orders over
£8.00, otherwise add £1.50. Postage to rest of the world will be extra.
As volunteers we do our very best to dispatch items as soon as possible, but
please allow 14 days for delivery, especially when a new book has just been
released, or 28 days for embroidered clothing if not in stock.
If you have not received your book after that time please ONLY then contact
Trevor / Christine (see p2 for details)
UKRS01 & UKRS05 are A6 size, all others are A5 size. All books are wire bound,
allowing them to be laid flat, except the original perfect bound version of UKRS01

BOOKS: (Members receive up to 30% discount on ICRS books)
Prices
Titles:
Size Updated to Member Non- Member
NEW:
UKRS01
UK Pocket Book 2019 (spine)
A6
28th Jan18
£8.00
£11.00
UKRS01WB
UK Pocket Book 2019 (wire)
A6
28th Jan18
£8.00
£11.00
th
UKRS02B
UK Combine 2019
A5
28 Jan18
£12.50
£17.00
th
£10.00
£13.50
UKRS03
UK Wagons 2019
DUE LATE FEB
A5
8 Feb19
UKRS04
UK Name Directory
A5
28th Jan19
£11.00
£15.00
th
UKRS05
UK Locomotives 2019
A6
28 Jan19
£4.50
£6.00
OTHERS: (to remain in print for next few years)
th
UKRS10
Ultimate Sighting File
A5
11 Jul18
£11.00
£15.00
Vol.1 – Mainline Diesel Locos
th
UKRS11
Ultimate Sighting File
A5
11 Jul18
£10.00
£13.50
Vol.2 – Shunters, Mainline Electric & Prototype Locos
SUNDRIES: (please add £1.50 P&P for orders under £7.99 in total)
ICRS branded notebook – 75 pages
£2.50
ICRS branded notebook – 50 pages
£2.00
ICRS pin badge
£2.50
£0.50
ICRS printed pen
Pocket Book cover (for original version only with spine)
£1.50
TRACKS A5 Cordex binder (12 issues @ 48 / 64 pages: 2014-16)
LARGE
£5.00
TRACKS A5 Cordex binder (12 issues @ 32 / 40 pages: 2011-13 & 64 pages: 2017) MEDIUM
£5.00
Polo Shirts: (name & logo) (S / M / L / XL / XXL / 3XL / 4XL)
(S / M / L / XL / 2XL / 3XL) BLACK / DARK NAVY / NAVY / BURGUNDY / BOTTLE GREEN
£20.00
(4XL)
BLACK / NAVY / BOTTLE GREEN
£20.00
Baseball Caps: BLACK / NAVY / BURGUNDY`
£12.00
We still have a supply of the original polo shirts in NAVY & WHITE with logo only which can be bought direct from our
sales stand for £7.50 / £5.00
Details of books and sundries can be found on our website and are shown in TRACKS from time to time when
released or advertised. Order forms for posting can be downloaded from the website.
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